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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the investigation of the water absorption behavior 
of low density, fibrous kitchen towels at dimensions from 10 3 mm to 
102 mm. The investigation involved both the experimental observa-
tion of radial wetting from a point source and the numerical simula-
tion of the wetting using X-ray 3D microscopic data sets obtained 
from the same set of towel papers that were representative of conven-
tional and premium products. The overarching aim was to examine 
the validity of the simulation, based on fundamental surface ener-
getics of the condensed phases, in predicting the local ow patterns 
that are dependent on various structural features found in retail 
kitchen towel products. This study explored the relationships between 
local structural properties, including thickness, grammage, apparent 
density and out of plane deformation. xperimental results examined 
the local ow velocity in and around the various structural features of 
conventional and structured towels. Analysis of both experimental 
and simulated liquid regions included calculation of water absorb-
ency capacity, aspect ratio, density analysis and through holes.
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T T

The interaction of water with lignocellulosic fibers found in paper touches nearly 
all aspects of papermaking and end usage. Most printing and packaging grades 
require reduced rate of water penetration to prevent loss of strength, promote the 
holdout of coatings and inks, or to enhance barrier properties. Conversely, hygi-
enic tissue papers, including facial tissues, napkins, bathroom tissues, and house-
hold and away-from-home (A ) paper towels, require a relatively high rate of 
liquid absorption to be effective in their end use performance. aper towel prod-
ucts require seemingly opposing structural characteristics of high bulk for absorb-
ency and handle, and sufficient interfiber bonding to meet dry and wet tensile 
strength requirements. To achieve this dichotomy, the design of paper towels has 
inspired paper scientists for the past 100 years. In 1 22, W. . Corbin led his 
scientific team at the Brown Co. in Berlin, ew ampshire to develop the first 
wet strengthened A  hand towel [1]. While Scott aper Company is considered 
to have distributed the first hygienic hand towel in 1 07 as a creative solution to a 
manufacturing error, it was not until 1 31 that papermakers at that company first 
introduced an engineered kitchen towel to the market [2]. The creping process 
was introduced in the 1 0 s by Dennison Manufacturing Company for decora-
tive papers [3] and was adopted by the Scott aper Company as a cotton cloth 
replacement for bandages in World War I [2]. Creping was also applied in other 
hygienic tissue products for the increased bulk, stretch, and exibility. In the 
1 0s, rocter and amble ( ) [ ] developed the nested and point to point 
embossing processes for laminating tissues into multiple plies, greatly increasing 
the liquid absorption capacity. In the same decade,  also introduced the 
through air drying (TAD) process which created a heterogeneous pattern of 
bulked and densified regions within the paper structure [5, ]. The TAD structure 
further improves absorbency, softness, and exibility of the product, while 
enhancing tensile strength. The retail demand and competition for the tissue and 
towel market share have resulted in hundreds of patents claiming process and 
design developments to improve product quality, performance, and process effi-
ciency. Thus, contemporary products are highly engineered using many distinct 
unit operations to attain products that are generally distinct from their competi-
tors. With an expected compound annual growth rate of 5 , and continued 
constraints on raw materials, water, and energy, there continues to be significant 
scientific interest in understanding the effect that manufacturing and converting 
processes have on material properties, and how the material properties affect end 
use performance. This investigation focused on liquid absorbency of paper towels, 
specifically how the mesoscale structure, from 10 5m to 10 2m, in uences local 
liquid transport. Through numerical modeling and experimental observation and 
analysis, the local wetting behavior of a range of towel structures was examined.
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r teristi s o  onte por r  it en To e s

At present, kitchen towels, bathroom tissues and facial tissues are classified 
according to performance and quality metrics resulting from the methods used in 
the manufacturing processes. In the S, the three general categories are conven-
tional, near premium and premium. itchen towels that occupy the conventional 
market segment are made on tissue machines that use a technology referred to as 
light dried crepe ( DC), conventional wet pressed (CW ) or dry creped tech-
nology (DCT) [7, ]. or this process, the wet web is formed between two wires 
or a wire and a felt and then is pressed against a ankee cylinder that is used to 
evaporate the remaining water. The dried web is removed from the dryer by a 
creping process that debonds the web and compresses it in the machine direction. 
The creping blade buckles or bulks the web to produces ridge lines in the cross 
machine direction. This increases the stretch to failure and reduces the exural 
stiffness of the web, which in turn imparts softness and absorbency in the final 
product. The creped web may then be calendered before it is wound on the parent 
roll. The manufacture of premium paper towels requires more complex processing 
that involves structuring  of the web with one or more engineered features. 
Contemporary processes used to structure tissue apply a variety of proprietary 
technologies, i.e. TAD, eTAD, RT, CTAD, TT, and ATM S, that essen-
tially form structural features, such as domes, knuckles or patterns, in the wet web 
before or during drying [7, ]. A patterned fabric or belt with finely spaced open-
ings is used to support the wet web as hot air is passed through the web, thereby 
drying it by convection. Through air drying (TAD) was the first and is the most 
recogni ed process for introducing structures that produce a heterogeneous 
pattern of densified and bulked regions at dimensions on the same order as the 
furnish fiber length. These structures are also more resistant to deformation when 
they were wet. In most cases, web structuring is followed by a dry creping process 
that causes further inplane compression of the structure. The result is a product 
that balances bulk and strength with better absorbency and softness as compared 
to conventional products of the same grammage. It is the examination of these fine 
structural features, and their effect on liquid wetting and absorbency that moti-
vated this investigation.

A

Absorption nd etting in o p e  tru tures

The imbibition of a liquid into an open porous solid material, such as paper, 
involves the complex interaction dependent on uid dynamics and the rheological 
behavior of the liquid, the morphology of the internal pore space, and the chemical 
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interaction at the interfaces between the three phases. The interaction may also 
involve vapor deposition in advance of the spreading liquid front and any changes 
in the solid material that may occur upon exposure to the liquid such as liquid 
absorption or dissolution of the solid phase. Since so many natural or scientific 
phenomena depend on this three-phase interaction, the science of wetting and 
adhesion has expanded into its own branch of materials science, commencing in 
earnest with the publication by T. oung [ ] relating liquid and solid surface ener-
gies to the contact angle formed in vapor. Macroscopic observations such as the 
contact angle formed when the liquid first contacts the porous surface, the rate of 
absorption into the structure, and the capacity that a structure can hold depend on 
many morphological and chemical properties of the solid material. Ideally, the 
liquid is pure and well-defined, the solid phase is composed of an insoluble mate-
rial with uniform chemistry forming a porous structure with simple and well 
defined geometry. or the material systems encountered by paper scientists in 
their investigation of the many interactions of liquids with consolidated fibrous 
structures, systems that approach ideal conditions are exceedingly rare. Complica-
tions result from the complexity of si e, shapes and contortion of the fibers within 
the web creating a tortuous capillary system with obstructions and terminating 
channels. ressing, drying and calendering of this heterogeneous structure result 
in non-uniform density in all three dimensions. Tissue and towel papers are subject 
to additional processing steps, such as structuring and creping, that further 
contribute to structural complexity. Imbibition of water into the structure can 
cause dimensional changes in the fibers [10] and movement of fibers within the 
structure [11, 12] as bonds are broken and internal stress is released. The wetting 
energetics is further complicated by the heterogeneity of fiber surface chemistry 
and the presence of soluble impurities or additives that change the probe liquid 
surface tension and may readsorb onto the fiber surface as the liquid advances 
through the structure. or these reasons, both the modeling and the interpretation 
of wetting experimental results for the interaction of water with paper, especially 
hygienic papers, remain a difficult pursuit.

e sure ent o  Liquid Absorption in Tissue nd To e s To e  r des

While the focus of this investigation was to examine the local effect of web struc-
tures such as fiber ocs, creping, structured features and embossments, on liquid 
spreading in paper towels, it is the accumulation of local behavior that forms the 
macroscopic or bulk absorbency in the final product where the results find applica-
tion. There are standard tests that use different approaches for measuring the bulk 
absorbency and holding capacity of towel and tissue products. TA I T 32 [13] 
measures absorbency using visual determination of the absorption of a fixed 
volume of liquid (100 ) is delivered to the sample surface by syringe or dropper. 
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IS  Standard 12 25  [1 ] uses the change in buoyancy to measure absorption 
time as a 5 g sample is fully immersed in a water bath. Capacity is determined by 
the final weight of the fully wetted paper after a 0 second drainage time.

D na i  Li id Absorben  estin

The liquid absorbency behavior of low density papers is generally tested using 
instrument designs that measure either unidirectional or radial wicking [15]. 

iquid may be delivered in a fixed volume (finite reservoir) or from a continuous 
supply (infinite reservoir), as shown in igure 1. igure 1A illustrates unidirec-
tional wicking from an infinite reservoir as used in the lemm Method [1 ], 
where the height of the advancing wet dry boundary is recorded as a function of 
time. igure 1B also shows liquid delivery from an infinite reservoir as the liquid 
is delivered by an orifice and the radial spreading is either imaged or the imbibed 
mass is recorded with time. igure 1C shows the simplest form of finite reservoir 
testing by observing the radial spreading as a drop of known volume is placed on 
the surface. The method used in this study is illustrated in igure 1D where radial 
spreading is imaged as the liquid is delivered at a controlled volumetric rate (infi-
nite reservoir) up to a maximum volume. Spreading beyond that point is consid-
ered as supplied by a finite reservoir. The dynamic wetting of the material can be 
characteri ed by measuring the rate at which liquid spreads from the source. A 
comprehensive review of the experimental methods used to examine wicking in 
textiles was given by arada et al. [17].

umerous investigators have applied the hori ontal radial spreading approach in 
the investigation of tissue and towel papers using both finite and infinite reservoir 
conditions as shown in igure 1B. The orifice method was first introduced by Reid 
[1 ]. Two commercially available instruments automate the method  the ravi-
metric Absorbency Tester, (M ATS Model 1200, M Systems) [1 , 20] , and 
the Absorbency Testing System, (ATS- 00, Sherwood Instruments) [21].

iquid is delivered to a central point in the sample through an orifice in the 
lower support plate. Rate and capacity are determined gravimetrically. The sample 
may be restrained on top by another at plate. lates may also be recessed to 
reduce contacting so wicking at the plate-sample interface is avoided. Beuther 
and eith [22] demonstrated that the ATS ATS methods, standardi ed by the 
now withdrawn TA I T-5 1 pm-  [23], yields an unacceptable level of vari-
ability attributable to restraining plate composition, sample si e and sidedness, 
and liquid head pressure. oebker and Sheehan [2 ] introduced an improved 
method, referred to as the Capacity and Rate Tester (CRT), by replacing plates 
with a monofilament support mesh that essentially eliminates artifacts due to the 
wetting of the plate material at the external boundaries. While these methods 
provide a representation of the overall rate of wetting and the capacity of uptake, 
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they offer no insight into the effects that structural heterogeneity has on liquid 
transport at the scale of features found in tissue and towel papers. To explore 
wetting behavior at smaller dimensions, various imaging methods have been used 
to quantify the non-uniformity of dynamic wetting that occurs in fibrous textile 
materials [17].

Beuther et al. [25] used X-radiographic imaging to record the advancing uid 
front in unidirectional wicking of towel samples. They found a favorable correla-
tion between the linear spreading results and those obtained using a radial spreading 
CRT type orifice tester. The non-uniformity of local wetting rate and the distribu-
tion of water within the wetted region are evident in the radiographic images 
shown in their results. The pattern is consistent with the sample tested, i.e. single-
ply Scott towel, and is illustrative of the role that local structure has in liquid 
transport rate. abrielsson et al. [2 ] introduced infrared imaging of radial 
spreading in towel papers using a ATS type orifice tester with an infrared trans-
parent window as the top plate. As liquid spread into the towel samples, the 
infrared camera sensed the heat of wetting at the wet dry boundary. Irregular ow 
patterns were readily observed as the water spread from the point source through 
the heterogeneous structure of embossments and creping. Dynamic absorption 
rates were determined when the samples were subjected to different levels of 

Figure . Designs of instruments used to test the in-plane wicking of liquids into thin 
porous materials. A) nidirectional wicking from an infinite reservoir. Absorption rate is 
determined by measuring the length of the advancing wet dry boundary. B) Radial 
spreading from a central orifice. iquid is delivered from an infinite reservoir using only 
the capillary pressure from the sample. C) Radial spreading from drop delivery of a finite 
volume of liquid. D) Radial spreading from a volumetrically controlled delivery system. 
Controlled infinite reservoir ow occurs until a maximum volume is delivered. Thereafter, 

ow is considered finite reservoir.
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compression. Asymmetry of the wetted region was observed for a CW  dry-
creped towel, with faster wetting in the cross machine direction, suggested prefer-
ential ow parallel to creping lines. lejnik et al. [27] developed the eXtended 

iquid enetration Analy er to image the liquid penetration through the Z-direc-
tion of papers. The sample is held hori ontally and a fixed volume of liquid was 
delivered to the underside of the paper. A CCD camera held above the sample 
recorded changes in the optical properties of the paper. This method was applied 
to towel tissue papers to observe the in-plane spreading of the water beyond the 
initial perimeter of delivery [2 ]. rom acquired images, the wetted area, perim-
eter, and principal axes and orientation of area were calculated. A water absorption 
index was also calculated as the ratio of the mass of the absorbed water to the dry 
mass of the wetted area for the sample. Compactness values, defined as the ratio of 
the area of the object to the area of a circle with a perimeter of the same length, 
were calculated as the wetted area expanded. Image analysis of wetted areas was 
used by Morais et al. [2 ] to study the effect of large (deco) and small (micro) 
embossing patterns on tissue paper absorbency. They compared liquid spreading 
kinetics for various samples by analy ing the wet dry perimeter as a function of 
time using optical re ectance [30]. While the statistical analysis of the perimeter 
provided some insight into the differences in behavior, more importantly, the 
spreading kinetics was strongly in uenced by embossed features, paper formation 
and the orientation of micro embossments.

The aim of this investigation was to extend the analysis of radial spreading into 
much lower liquid volumes and much finer spatial dimensions than previously 
tested. By doing so, the effects that fiber ocs, TAD structures, creping and 
embossments have on spreading would be revealed. The purpose was to observe 
the local rate of wetting and how it is in uenced by the density non-uniformities 
caused by the various structural features found in tissues and towels.

S r a e ner  o  Li no ell losi  ibers

It is understood that the surface energetics, and hence wettability behavior, of 
individual fibers within the paper towel structure depend on the chemistry of the 
pulp and the additives used in the papermaking process. The wetting model devel-
oped in this study uses the interfacial energies of the fiber and the absorbed liquid 
to determine the energetic favorability for the liquid to spread within the structure. 
As such, the selection of surface energy values that are representative of fibers 
within the towel samples under the conditions of testing is essential for a model to 
properly represent wetting behavior and especially so that a comparison with 
experimental results can be performed. What follows is a review of the literature 
to justify selection of specific energetic parameters the fibers used in the wetting 
model.
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A comprehensive review of the topic of surface energetics, contact angle and 
wettability with regard to lignocellulosic fibers is provided by ubbe et al. [31]. 

or retail kitchen towels, contemporary pulps are typically made from bleached 
kraft softwood and hardwood blends. These may be comprised of varying amounts 
of virgin and recovered fibers. Away-from-home paper towels may also be made 
from unbleached kraft fibers, although these products were not included in the 
present study. The presence of wet strengthening aids, dyes, or other chemicals 
adsorbed on the fiber surfaces, whether intended or not, are also expected to affect 
surface energy.

The surface energy of the individual kraft fibers has been the subject of various 
investigations [32 3 ]. A modified Wilhelmy [37] technique introduced by Miller 
and oung [3 ] was the most common method used to measure dynamic wetta-
bility. The method involves making precise measurements of the force required to 
retract individual fibers immersed in a liquid, e.g. deioni ed water, through the 
liquid vapor interface and simultaneously recording the tri-phase contact angle 
(advancing). Table 1 provides results from the literature for testing contact angle 
and surface energy for kraft pulped fibers. The results from the various investiga-
tors suggest that the water air contact angle for individual bleached kraft fibers 
after air dried conditioning ranged from 11  to 23 . The contact angle for 
unbleached fibers that contain appreciable amounts of lignin appears to be higher, 
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in the range of 50  with a total surface energy of about  m m-2. odgson and 
Berg [33] reported two important observations germane to this study. irst, they 
found a significant increase in contact angle if fibers were oven dried at 105 C. 
While they attributed this to self-si ing that is usually associated with mechanical 
pulps, an alternate explanation may attribute this to dehydration of the cell wall 
leaving a roughened porous surface with pores filled with air rather than water. 
Secondly, they reported the relationship between contact angle and absorbency 
into a uff pulp pad using a procedure developed by Martinis et al. [ 1], the 
results of which are shown in igure 2. It is evident, that fibers with contact angles 
of less than 20  rapidly wet. or fibers with contact angles of 0 or greater, such 
as unbleached kraft or oven dried fibers, the wetting time is much slower. or this 
study, a contact angle of 20  with a surface energy of 70 m mm-2 will be used for 
the numerical wetting simulation.

It is important to note that under experimental conditions the surface energy of 
a solid may be affected by adsorption of the vapor molecules in advance of the 
wetting liquid on the non-wetted surface. This may account for the variability of 
values for kraft fibers reported in the literature. f course, preconditioning and the 
equilibrium moisture content within the cell wall at a given relative humidity will 
also affect the apparent surface energy. As seen in Table 1, wetting surface energy 
of the fibers increases with the amount of adsorbed water, thereby reducing the 
contact angle with water.

Figure . Relationship between single fiber contact angle measured using the modified 
Wilhelmy technique and uff pulp absorbency [ 1]. Redrawn from odgson and Berg [33].
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ode ing o  Liquid Absorption into T in Fibrous tru tures

The transport of liquids within thin fibrous systems, especially textiles and papers 
was the subject of numerous investigations as reviewed by an and Zhong [ 2] 
and atniak et al. [ 3]. The model of Washburn [ ] in which the system is 
approximated by a series of equivalent unidirectional capillaries has been applied 
by some [15, 5, ], and critici ed by others [ 7, ]. The major limitations of 
this approach are that it requires equivalent capillary diameter as an input, it has 
no provisions for fiber response to the liquid including absorption that causes 
swelling, contortion or debonding. Models also do not account for fine scale struc-
ture introduced by the many induced features, such as embossments or creping, 
found in most tissue and towel papers.

Recent investigations have sought to model both the change in stiffness and 
dimension as lignocellulosic fibers are immersed in water, as well as the dimensional 
response of paper as a water interface advances through the web. It is well recog-
ni ed that the fibers absorb water and swell when exposed to water. The imbibition 
of water into the intrafiber pore structure will in turn have a profound effect on the 
void space within a fibrous structure [10]. In low density tissue and towel papers, 
closing of interfiber pore space due to fiber swelling is less of a concern than the 
change in exural stiffness of individual fibers and the potential of joint weakening 
that would result from intrafiber absorption. Although tissue and towel samples are 
intentionally formed to minimi e internal stress, structural deformation can still 
occur in response to the stresses caused by the advancing interfacial menisci as a 
liquid is absorbed into the structure. asouri et al. [11] examined the in uence of the 
change of web stiffness when wet and how separation distance decreases between 
two like paper sheets as water advances due to capillary rise. They concluded that 
intrafiber wetting and the effect on web stiffness should be accounted for in wetting 
model. That study will also be useful for considering wetting of two-ply towels, and 
the effects of an advancing water front between the plies. vik et al. [12] investi-
gated the deformation of kitchen towel that occurs as liquid is imbibed into the web. 
They developed a model based on poroelasticity theory that predicted swelling of the 
web behind the wetting front of water advancing through the pores by capillary 
suction. ptical coherence tomography was used to verify the model for standard 
handsheets and towel samples. These models address the global dynamics of the 
response of paper samples to the imbibition of water. The deformability of fibers and 
the fibrous structure upon wetting cannot be discounted in a comprehensive model 
of wetting in materials such as kitchen towels. owever, for the model presented in 
this study, the structure is assumed to be static and occupy the spatial volume of a 
dry sample. Consideration is given to the spatial distribution of fibers, the manner in 
which they conform to induced structures, and the heterogeneity of density. There-
fore, the focus of this model is how the local structure at the scale of fiber spatial 
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geometry affects an advancing liquid front, and not on the hydrodynamics of the 
liquid transport throughout the fibrous structure during the wicking process.

An important step in modeling liquid ow in tissue and towel structures is to 
incorporate an accurate representation of the three-dimensional topography into a 
discreti ed numerical simulation. agannathan et al. [ , 50] applied a 3D micros-
cale simulation based on Darcy s law for partially saturated media [51] to analy e 
the ow in 3D tomographic representations of a nonwoven fabric. This approach 
was further applied to modelling multi-layered fibrous sheets [52] and an examina-
tion of the effects of fiber orientation [53]. yv luoma et al. [ ] used the lattice-
Bolt mann method [5 ] combined with a multiphase model [55] to simulate liquid 
penetration into paper board. That approach had the advantage of using an X-Ray 
3D microscopic (XR-3DM) representation of a real sample as the stationary 
phase. The model also introduced simple mesoscale cohesive and adhesive inter-
action parameters to account for the interfacial chemistries of the solid and liquid 
phases. They tested both unidirectional and radial penetration where the heteroge-
neity of liquid propagation at the spreading front was observed. The present inves-
tigation uses a similar approach by advancing the spreading front based on the 
summed interaction energy of the neighboring lattice nodes but without the colli-
sion operator. Also, hydrodynamics, including liquid rheology, mass balance, 
evaporation and vapor deposition in advance of the liquid front were neglected.

eri al odellin

The inspiration for the numerical model developed in this investigation that is used 
to simulate the spreading of liquids in low density kitchen towels was found in 
the works of Cheriet et al. [5 , 57] and ukas et al. [5 , 5 ] that are based on the 
foundation given by Ising [ 0]. The Ising model was first used to describe the 
change of state of discrete elements when small scale changes, such as temperature 
or pressure, cause macroscopic changes in a system. The model was specifically 
applied to the thermal dependency of magnetism where the ferromagnetic state of 
the bulk system was determined by the magnetic dipole moments, or spins, of each 
element within a 2D lattice. The state of each element was independent of the bulk 
system and changed only when its spin state differed from its nearest neighbors. 
The utility of this approach for application to the switching of elements from void 
to liquid that occurs when a liquid spreads through a fibrous structures was first 
introduced by ukas et al. [ 1 5]. They considered both 2D and 3D lattice 
systems. ukas et al. [ ] postulated that the interaction between elements could 
be expanded to other energetic systems such as heat transport or interfacial energy. 
In as such, a replacement of one phase for another for an element within the lattice 
can occur when the summation of interactions with surrounding neighbors is ener-
getically favorable. rom that starting point, they demonstrated the application of 
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numerical modelling of the transport of moisture through various model systems. 
Systems included wetting along cylindrical rods [ 1], wicking through aligned rod 
bundles [ 2], and wetting in computer simulated fibrous structures having different 
levels of in-plane anisotropy [ 3]. The initial state of a model system was a 2D or 
3D lattice with elements being either solid or void and selected elements that were 
liquids introduced to initiate the simulation. An example of such a system is shown 
in igure 3 where the solid phase (white) represents the fibrous structure found in 
a typical TAD paper towel, imaged using XR-3DM. The blue elements represent 
the liquid just prior to 3D unidirectional wicking. The red void element found at 
the liquid-void interface is subject to analysis to determine if it will be changed to 
liquid based on the interaction energy with all neighboring cells. Input variables 
for a simulation include interaction energy coefficients for fiber-liquid adhesion 
and liquid-liquid cohesion, and in some cases a constant representing the gravita-
tional field. or most of the studies that ukas performed, interaction energies 
were either approximated or sourced from the literature [5 , ].

Based on the model developed by ukas et al., Cheriet et al. [57, ] modelled 
the movement of ink through simulated fibrous structures with densities similar to 
printing papers. They also simulated the ink seepage using a lattice Bolt mann 
method, similar to yv luoma et al. [ ], in a 3D lattice ( 00 μm3). An algorithm 
was presented to increase calculation efficiency by reducing the redundancy of 
exchange energy determination for nearest neighbors. Their approach also focused 
exchange calculations on only the elements at the liquid  air interface. nce again, 
that work was limited to computer-generated simulations of fibrous structures.

Considering the 3D Cartesian lattice used for modeling wetting in the complex 
fibrous structure of paper, the resolution of the elements is significant. While 
collapsed kraft pulped wood fibers have transverse dimensions in the range of 1 μm 
to 50 μm, they also have surface asperities and microfibrillar features that are much 

Figure . Representation of a region of a XR-3DM data set shown solid-fibers (white) 
and a liquid-water surface (blue). ach void element that potentially intersects both solid 
and liquid (red) is tested to determine if the energy of the system is reduced if it converts 
to liquid. In this way, liquid advances through the structure.
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finer than 1 μm. In order to characteri e wetting in towel and tissue papers, the ideal 
modelling space should span from a submicron resolution though a maximum 
dimension that encompasses a representative distribution of the structural features of 
interest. Ideally this would be a data set with scale spanning 5 orders of magnitude in 
length and containing 1015 elements. Since the domain of the structure is discreti ed 
into a 3D Cartesian lattice, interfacial interactions with neighbors are incremental in 
directionality, which limits representation of meniscus curvature that occurs in the 
natural system. igure  illustrates the neighboring elements in contact with a central 
element shown in red. In order of proximity,  neighbors share one planar surface 
with the central element, 12 elements share one edge, and  share one vertex. idelity 
of the model improves by considering the interactions with more neighbors, although 
at the cost of additional computational steps. or the present study, neighbors that 
share one plane and one edge will be used in the model for a total of 1  neighbors.

nerg  ini i tion ode  to i u te i ing in per To e s

The model developed by Cheriet et al. [57, ] that tested the interaction ener-
getics at the liquid-void interface seemed ideally suited to simulate the spreading 
of liquid through low density kitchen towels using tomographic data sets obtained 
from actual samples. Binari ation of the gray level data sets provide a well-
defined lattice with acceptable fidelity of the complex fibrous structure. The mass 
density variations formed from the different engineered features that may exist in 
these papers are well represented if the dimensions of the lattice elements are 
sufficiently small. This enables the model to respond to local gradations in density, 
irregularities in wettable surfaces and variation in interfiber spacing. The three 
phase system is represented within the 3D lattice, where the elements representing 
the fibrous structure are static and the uid elements, liquid and air, are inter-
changeable depending on the cumulative interaction energies of the central 
element with the surrounding neighbors. The interfacial energies of the liquid and 

Figure . The nearest neighbors in contact with a central element red in a 3D Cartesin 
space. Six element are in contact with one plane, 12 are in contact with one edge, and eight 
are in contact with one vertex. In this study elements contact a plane or an edge are consid-
ered totaling 1  nearest neighbors.
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fiber, in this case water and lignocellulosics, determine the extent to which the 
liquid advances within the structure. To implement the simulation, a seed region 
was populated with the liquid elements. While seed regions can be of any shape 
and located anywhere within the 3D lattice, in this study a small spherical region 
of liquid elements was placed in contact with fibers at the surface or within the 
structure. The simulation was then initiated so that each element at the liquid-void 
boundary was tested to determine if the energetics favored reassignment of that 
element. A single sweep of all elements at the liquid void boundary constitutes 
one iteration. The process is repeated until the outer boundary of the entire data 
set was reached or the simulation was terminated.

ettin  odel Ass tions and onstraints

1. The fibrous structure is based on the dimensions of the XR-3DM data set. 
Model space is constrained in 3 dimensions by the data set.

2. The fibrous structure is stationary. ibers do not swell or move in the model.
3. The model only considers three phases, solid, liquid and void  all are 

homogeneous.
. Interaction energies are based on uniform surface chemistry. Water contains 

no dissolved species. iber surfaces contain no soluble components.
5. nly elements at the liquid void boundary are tested to undergo a change 

based on minimi ation of the total interaction energy with the 1  contacting 
neighbors.

. iquid volume is not constrained (infinite reservoir) and increases as void 
elements are changed to liquid.

7. The model is not dynamic and has no time component. It assumes steady state 
at the liquid void boundary at the end of each iteration. There is no memory 
of prior exchanges.

. lobal interaction energy of the liquid phase is not balanced.

. ydrodynamics are neglected. iscous ow through the structure and along 
fiber surfaces is not considered.

10. apor deposition in advance of the liquid front is not considered.

e ettin  odel

sing the volumetric space generated by a three-dimensional imaging system, in 
this case 3D-XRM, the model space consists of a 3D Cartesian grid, J, of dimen-
sions   Y . xperimental data was used to populate the space so that each 
element, J, is identified as solid, liquid, or void. or this study, elements were 
occupied by fiber, water, and air, respectively. A phase identifier, , was used to 
identify the phase state so that:
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structure. The simulation was then initiated so that each element at the liquid-void 
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element. A single sweep of all elements at the liquid void boundary constitutes 
one iteration. The process is repeated until the outer boundary of the entire data 
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at the liquid void boundary at the end of each iteration. There is no memory 
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element, J, is identified as solid, liquid, or void. or this study, elements were 
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L  1   if the element is liquid

S  1   if the element is solid (1)

  1   if the element is void

The central premise of this model is that through a series of iterations, each 
element at the liquid void boundary is populated with a phase that minimi es the 
interaction energy, , between that element and all neighboring elements, i, in 
direct contact with . Thus, for each element, a total interaction energy, , is calcu-
lated for the central element, , as a liquid or void, and by comparison the lower 
energy determines the new phase. A liquid or void boundary element can remain 
the same or be reassigned to the other phase. At the end of an iteration, the liquid
void boundary generally changes significantly in response to the interactions of 
the two uid phases with the stationary solid phase and each other. The iteration 
process was then repeated.

To simplify computation, the total number of elements of each of the three 
phases neighboring the element  were determined and these are multiplied 
times the appropriate interaction energy. Thus, the local density of the phases, 
liquid, L, solid, S, and void, , in the nearest neighbors, i, surrounding voxel  are 
represented as

(2)

The notation , i   1 indicates that element i shares at least one plane in common. 
The total count of such first order neighbors is, 1  , cf. igure . The current 
model also includes adjacent neighbors that share a common edge with element 
using the notation, , i   1. In that case 1  12, see igure . Therefore, a total 
of 1  neighbors are included in each energy comparison. The terms in eq. 2 
provides the total count of each of the three phases that are in contact with the 
central element, .

Interaction energy between two elements,  and i, depends on the phase and 
chemical composition of each, values of which were obtained from the literature. 

ree energy change per unit area of contact, or reversible work done, can be adhe-
sive, SL, if the two interacting elements are a liquid and a solid or cohesive, LL, 
when two liquid elements interact with each other. or the situation where one 
element is liquid and the other is void, then the surface tension of the liquid, L, 
contributes to the total interaction energy. ikewise, if one element is solid and 
the other is void, then the interfacial energy of the solid, S , is used.

Work of cohesion between two liquid elements is defined as
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LL  2 L (3)

rom the oung Dupr  equation, the work of adhesion between a liquid and 
solid, SL , is expressed as:

SL  S   L  SL  L (1  cos ) ( )

xpressions for the summed energy contributions for neighbors of each of the 
three phases are given in eq. 5 when  is liquid and eq.  when  is a void space.

(5)

( )

Since  is effectively ero, so too is , , so that term will be dropped in subse-
quent equations. Summing the contributing three phase interaction energies under 
the conditions that  is either a liquid or solid, and by substituting local phase 
counts from eq. 2, the total interaction energies, ), used for comparison are 
given in eq. 7 and .

Total interaction energy for   liquid:

(7)

Total interaction energy for   void:

( )

To include more distant neighbors, in this case those that share a common edge 
with , the notation, , i   1 is used. or this situation, the interaction energies 
are reduced by 2 to account for the geometric distance. The surface interaction 
terms are also substituted:

Interaction energy for   liquid:

( )
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Interaction energy for   void:

(10)

or a single iteration, the energy values  and L  are compared for all 
elements, , at the liquid void interface. lement  will take on the phase for 
whichever interaction energy is lower, so that:

(11)

This completes the testing of a single element in the data set. ach element in the 
sampled region is tested to determine if it is liquid or void, and if so, whether it is 
at the liquid void interface. If both are true, then the total interfacial energy 
comparison performed in eq. 13 is repeated for that element. A single iteration is 
complete when all elements in the sampled region have been tested.

TAL

teri s

aper towels samples examined in this study were retail kitchen towels sold in the 
.S. and selected to represent a wide range of structural properties. Samples 

selected as a broad cross section of retail products are identified in Table 2. Those 
samples identified as conventional wet pressed (CW ), also referred to as light 
dry creped, have structural features induced by ankee creping and the embossing 
process [7]. Samples identified as TAD and ATM S are referred to as structured 
tissues, and have more complex structures developed by wet contour forming in 
addition to creping and embossing. Table 3 identifies three samples of the same 
commercial product manufactured using the same methods but composed of 
different fiber furnishes. Sample CW -3A was made using secondary recycled 
pulp. CW -3B was made using virgin kraft pulp fibers. CW -3C was made using 
sawdust kraft pulp fibers.

All samples used in this study were two-ply products. The plies were carefully 
separated and the outer ply, i.e. the external ply on a converted roll, was used in 
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all testing. Samples were preconditioned and tested under TA I standard condi-
tions of 50 R , 23 C [ 7]. Tables 2 and 3 provide value for gravimetric gram-
mage using T 10 [ ].

 ging et ods

Structural characteri ation was performed using 2D and 3D X-radiographic 
methods to determine the spatial distribution of fibrous mass within the samples. 
Soft X-radiographic imaging was combined with non-contacting twin laser 
profilometry (T ) to map the inplane thickness, apparent density and out-of-
plane deformation in areas of sufficient si e for the analysis of micro wetting 
experimental results. XR-3D microscopy was used to obtain data sets representa-
tive of the 3- dimensional structure needed for numerical simulation studies.

ra a e a s sin  So t Radio ra i  a in

Two-dimensional grammage maps were obtained for all samples using the soft 
X-radiographic imaging method previously described by eller et al. [ , 70]. 

eller and awlak [71] demonstrated that edge definition is lost as a function of 
distance from the detector when using a diffuse source. Traditional contact 

-radiography [71 73] is therefore an unsuitable method for capturing formation 
maps for tissue and towel papers that generally have large thicknesses due to 
creping and embossments. X-radiography uses a point sourced that provides a 

T b e aper towel samples from various manufacturing processes tested in this study

ra a e  (g m2) ro ess
TAD-1 27. Through Air Dried
TAD-2 30. Through Air Dried
ATM S 2 .7 ATM S
CW -1 2 . Conventional Wet ressed
CW -2 20. Conventional Wet ressed

T b e aper towel samples from various manufacturing processes tested in this study

D ra a e  (g m2) rnis
CW -3A 25.5 Secondary Recycled
CW -3B 23. irgin kraft
CW -3C 2 .5 Sawdust kraft
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much larger depth of field giving clearer edge definition and higher resolution 
throughout the entire thickness of samples. A Minishot X-Ray cabinet (Associ-
ated X-Ray Corporation ast aven, CT) was used to generate a  k  and .5 mA 
conical beam of low energy (soft) X-ray. Samples were held in a restraining frame 
that exposed an 0  0 mm2 region of the specimen. The frame also held a step 
wedge with five thicknesses of Mylar for use as an internal grammage calibration 
reference. X-ray film (Structurix D2, Agfa) was placed beneath the restraining 
frame to capture transmitted radiation. The inplane distribution of mass was 
determined based on the method developed by eng et al. [ , 7 ]. ray level 
images were obtained after optical scanning of the developed film at a resolution 
of 00 dpi producing a practical resolution of 10 μm considering all aspects of 
the radiographic process. Images were corrected for vignetting distortion attributed 
to the exposure geometry and converted to 1 -bit grammage maps using the calibra-
tion reference [7 ].

i ness a s sin  in Laser ro lo etr  L

Thickness mapping was performed using the twin laser profilometry (T ) 
method introduced by Sung et al. [75]. That method uses the simultaneous range 
measurement of opposing sides of the sample using non-contacting laser triangu-
lation. recision of the method was shown to be 1 μm in three dimensions. or 
paper towel samples with low density, a discontinuous external surface, and often 
with protruding fibers, T  maps can have a significant amount ( 10 ) invalid 
data points [7 ]. or this reason, samples were mapped with an inplane spacing of 
50 μm. Thickness values were used for calculation of local apparent volumetric 
density.

A arent Densit  and enter S r a e a s

The local apparent volumetric density maps were produced by reducing each 
element of the grammage maps from soft X-radiography with the corresponding 
element of T  thickness maps to yield local density in units of g cm 3. The T  
technique also generated center surface maps indicative of the out-of-plane defor-
mation of the sample.

 ging et ods

Ra  D i ros o

The suitability of contemporary XR-3D microscopes for providing resolution 
to analy e the structure of towel and tissue papers was demonstrated by eller 
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et al. [70, 77]. igh resolution XR-3DM was used to obtain representative data 
sets for use in the wetting simulation. The same data sets were also used to 
generate 3D local density maps. rom local density, the effect of pore space and 
fiber separation on the tendency for liquid to advance through the structure was 
examined. XR-3DM imaging was conducted at the Imaging Technology roup, 
Beckman Institute at the niversity of Illinois using an Xradia Bio MicroCT 
(MicroXCT- 00, Carl Zeiss Microscopy). Samples were mounted onto a frame 
made of a thin plastic sheet ( 200 μm thick) with a rectangular aperture slightly 
larger than the field of view. aper samples were attached to the frame by double-
sided tape that kept samples at without straining. rojections were generated 
using X-ray energy of 0k  for an exposure time of 10s. A total of 51 projec-
tions were taken for 1 0  scan angle. The data sets generated by radon transform 
had an element si e of 2.5 μm and imaged regions of 2000  2000 elements (5  
5 mm2) in stacks of slices ( 350) spaced 2.5 μm apart. The data sets were saved 
as 1 -bit gray scale TI  files. ach data set was cropped to eliminate extraneous 
void regions in each dimension. The resolution of the tomographic data sets and 
the segmentation process used to distinguish the solid and void elements are 
crucial for obtaining representative results from the wetting simulation. Segmen-
tation was performed using a routine executed in the Avi o application. Auto-
thresholding by factori ation based on the tsu criterion using 3D interpolation 
provided data sets with sufficient resolution and noise filtering for the purposes of 
this study. ther more elaborate segmentation methods were tested and found to 
have little effect on the results produced by the simulation. Data sets were bina-
rai ed to remove gradation at fiber edges. Three dimensional representations of 
the tomographic data sets were generated using the Avi o software. Data are also 
represented in two dimensions by summing in the Z-direction that is perpendic-
ular to the principal X  plane of the fibrous structure.

A arent Densit  and enter S r a e a s

ocal density maps were determined from XR-3D microscopy data sets in order 
to examine the in uence of through structure density, i.e. void space, on the local 
movement of liquid. The procedure, previously described by eller et al. [70], 
involved the generation of two surfaces representative of the external surfaces of 
the sample by connecting Z extrema points at each in-plane position. Smoothing 
using a 3D moving average algorithm attenuated extraneous protruding fibers. 

oid spaces were filled and smoothed using a windowed transform function. The 
center surface was determined by difference between the upper and lower surfaces 
for each inplane position. igure 5A illustrates the sectioned projection in the 
X Z plane of the outer ply of a two-ply TAD towel. The profiles of the upper, 
center and lower surfaces are shown. The bottom image in igure 5B shows the 
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et al. [70, 77]. igh resolution XR-3DM was used to obtain representative data 
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A arent Densit  and enter S r a e a s

ocal density maps were determined from XR-3D microscopy data sets in order 
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oid spaces were filled and smoothed using a windowed transform function. The 
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for each inplane position. igure 5A illustrates the sectioned projection in the 
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center and lower surfaces are shown. The bottom image in igure 5B shows the 
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three profiles for a different TAD towel. ote the bulked and densified regions 
and the dampened response to fibers that extend from the surfaces. Three-dimen-
sional height color map representations of the center surface maps for two TAD 
samples are shown in igure . igure A shows an example of one ply of a towel 
that is compressed around the base of circular TAD features that protrude upward 
from the base. The towel shown in igure B was compressed within the TAD 
features so that the periphery remains bulky, presumably for increased absorbent 
capacity.

ocal thickness values are determined along the surface normal vectors of the 
center surface, Z', at regular in- plane intervals, as shown in igure 7. Thickness 
is calculated as the length of the line segment between the external surfaces. ote 
that the surface normal vector, Z', will also have angular components in the Z  
and ZX planes. By this method the structural thickness of materials with promi-
nent features, such as TAD or embossing patterns, can be accurately determined.

ocal apparent density is calculated using the thickness measured along the 
surface normal vectors, Z', derived from the center surface map. The element 
count along the line segment between the upper and lower surfaces represents 
mass and the line segment length indicates local thickness, cf. igure 7. Apparent 
density is plotted at regular grid intervals within an arbitrary X  plane that is 
closely aligned with the principal plane of the sample. igure C,D, shows 
XR-μCT projections with color maps representing apparent density projected 
onto the center surface, cf. igure A,B, for the same two TAD towel samples. 
Densified regions are mechanically strengthened by interfiber bonding. The 
bulked regions act to impart exibility and absorption capacity.

Figure . Sections in the X-Z plane of two different TAD samples taken from XR-3DM 
data sets. In both cases the two external surfaces were calculated from the extreme upper 
and lower Z values at each in-plane position. The extrema surfaces were smoothed and the 
center surface determined as the mid-point between the two [70].
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Liquid Absorption Testing

Wetting experiments were conducted by injecting small volumes of probe liquid 
(water) into a point near the sample center and then recording the liquid move-
ment at fixed interval times. The experimental design was similar to other hori-

Figure 6. Maps of the center surface (A and B), and apparent density (C and D), of two 
TAD towel papers calculated from XR-3DM tomographic data. [70]

Figure 7. Calculation of thickness and apparent density from XR-3DM data. Thickness is 
determined from the length of a segment along the surface normal line, Z', that extends 
between the two external surfaces passing through the test point. Apparent density is calcu-
lated using the solid element count, i.e. mass, along the line segment.[70]
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ontal radial spreading tests, such as ATS or CRT discussed above, although 
the delivery volume was much lower and the rate of injection was controlled. 
Also, the imaging system provided much greater spatial resolution that revealed 
finer details of the liquid movement through features and fibrous ocs. By injecting 
a fixed volume at a controlled rate, the source is considered a ow constrained 
infinite reservoir to that point at which the full volume of liquid is delivered. After 
that, the liquid continues to spread by capillary forces from what is considered a 
finite reservoir. In earlier work by eller and Abedsoltan [7 0], an infrared 
camera was shown to provide excellent definition between the wet and dry regions 
when the probe liquid is water. Image frames were analy ed to quantify the wetted 
area and the position of the bounding perimeter from which an approximation of 
the local rate of wetting and other characteristic parameters were determined.

R μ ettin  A arat s

The IR μ-wetting apparatus developed in an earlier study [7 ] is illustrated in 
igure . The specimen is held hori ontally between two restraining disks, each 

having a 25.  mm circular opening in the center. Thus, the sample was accessible 
on the upper side for injection of the liquid using a micro syringe and on the 
lower side where the sample was imaged. An ltraMicro ump, M 3 (World 

Figure . Illustration of the micro-wetting apparatus. The micro-syringe pump is shown 
in red. The Infrared camera is affixed along the same axis viewing the sample upward. The 
sample is held between two plates that expose a 25.  mm circular region in the center.
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recision Instruments C) micro syringe pump fitted with a 700 series micro-
liter syringe ( amilton Company) was used to deliver small volumes of liquid to 
the samples. enerally, a 10 μ  or 25 μ  syringe was used. The syringe pump 
was attached to a manual micromanipulator that enabled 3-axis positioning for 
precise placement of the syringe tip with respect to the sample. A T-slotted rail 
system assembly was used to rigidly align the micromanipulator, sample stage 
and imaging camera. The instrument was fully enclosed to control temperature, 
humidity and to isolate from air currents and ambient infrared radiation.

Images were captured using a research grade longwave infrared camera 
(A 55sc, IR Systems Inc.) equipped with a close-up IR lens (2. x). This 
camera had a microbolometer sensor with 1 -bit gray level sensitivity and a 
spatial resolution of 0 x 0 pixels. Contrast between wet and dry regions was 
based on the temperature difference, where under TA I standard conditions [ 7] 
the wet-bulb temperature depression is .5 C [ 1]. The wet dry boundary was 
resolved to a resolution of 50 μm as aqueous solutions were injected into fibrous 
samples. Imaging sequences were collected at   for data set si es up to 700 
images using the ResearchIR-  ( IR Systems Inc.) system software. Images 
were exported in -bit TI  file format for subsequent analysis. An example 
sequence of images taken at 3 second intervals is shown in igure . otice that 
an artifact forms at the injection site, visible as a dark region near the center of the 
wet region. This was masked during analysis for measurement of wetted area.

R μ ettin  eri ents

or wetting experiments, the sample was held between the restraining disks and 
the syringe needle was positioned in the center of the exposed test region, cf. 

Figure . A sequence of infrared images captured during a μ-wetting test of a TAD paper 
towel. Images shown here at 3 second intervals.
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igure . rior to testing, an infrared source was used to capture a transmitted 
image that revealed structural patterns that were used for registering images with 
grammage, thickness and apparent density maps in the analysis. The liquid was 
delivered at a preset rate using the micro syringe pump equipped with a 10 μ  
syringe. A test series involved injecting a fixed volume of probe liquid, in this 
case 2μ  at a fixed injection rate. Separated tests were conducted using injection 
rates of 50, 100, 200, and 00 n s.

The dynamic response was measured by the change in area and the wet dry 
boundary up to the point where the total volume was injected (infinite reservoir) 
which nominally spanned from 5 to 25 seconds. Thereafter, the liquid continued 
spreading for an additional 120 to 1 0 seconds due to capillary forces.

R μ ettin  Anal sis

Three aspects of dynamic wetting were considered for towel samples. The inplane 
spreading rate was determined using the expansion of the wetted area with time. This 
analysis bears similarity to other hori ontal radial wetting experiments, although in this 
case and for that previously reported by Abedsoltan et al. [7 0], the injected volumes 
were much smaller. The second aspect was determination of the instantaneous local 
spreading velocity as a function of inplane position for the infinite and finite reservoir 
wetting regimes. This analysis sought to observe the effects of web structure on local 
spreading direction, and to quantify the rate that the front advanced, independent of 
direction. The third analysis involved alignment of local spreading velocity with local 
structural maps for the same region to examine the extent of correlation.

The wet dry boundary was determined for each image in the injection test series. 
A relative threshold that varied based on the unique intensity distribution of each 
image was set, and wet and dry regions were identified. Custom routines (scripts) 
were written in MAT AB. Wetted area, A et, was taken to be the entire region 
within the wet dry perimeter, as shown in igure 10. In some cases, the wetted 
region contained spaces where the liquid was not present, A oid, as the result of pin 
holes of sufficient si e where the liquid was unable to advance to fill the void.

The local spreading velocities, , for each point, px(t), along the perimeter 
curve, (t), were determined by measuring the distance that the wetted region 
expanded between a fixed time interval, i.

xpansion was calculated for each point on the perimeter by first determining 
the tangent vector from a windowed region surrounding the point, which in this 
case had dimensions of 25  25 elements, as illustrated in igure 11 (left). The 
normal vector was then calculated. The length of a line segment along the normal 
vector between px (t) and the perimeter at the next time interval, p(t  i), was used 
to calculate local velocity,  as shown in igure 11 (right). In this study, the time 
interval used to calculate  was 0.5s  i  s.
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Figure . Diagrams illustrating the method for determining the velocity gradient for the 
advancing wet dry boundary in μ-wetting experiments. At left is shown how windowed 
points on the perimeter are used to determine the normal vector. The right picture shows 
how the length of the line segment between perimeter and the perimeter after a given 
interval, i, was used to determine local velocity.

Figure . xamples of the image processing. At left, an image captured from the IR 
Camera showing the wet dry boundary as yellow. The center shows the perimeter, and 
right shows the area calculated for each captured image.

A AL

The foremost aim of this investigation was to provide accessible tools to charac-
teri e the wetting behavior of paper towels using experimental observation and by 
numerical modeling using XR3DM representations of the structure. The fidelity 
of the model used to simulate wetting was validated by comparison with results 
from wetting experiments. A second goal was to demonstrate the use of these 
methods to compare the wetting of a variety of retail towel samples that have 
distinctively different structural features. The owchart shown in igure 12 illus-
trates the steps taken for experimental and simulation methods used in this study. 
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xpansion was calculated for each point on the perimeter by first determining 
the tangent vector from a windowed region surrounding the point, which in this 
case had dimensions of 25  25 elements, as illustrated in igure 11 (left). The 
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Figure . Diagrams illustrating the method for determining the velocity gradient for the 
advancing wet dry boundary in μ-wetting experiments. At left is shown how windowed 
points on the perimeter are used to determine the normal vector. The right picture shows 
how the length of the line segment between perimeter and the perimeter after a given 
interval, i, was used to determine local velocity.

Figure . xamples of the image processing. At left, an image captured from the IR 
Camera showing the wet dry boundary as yellow. The center shows the perimeter, and 
right shows the area calculated for each captured image.

A AL

The foremost aim of this investigation was to provide accessible tools to charac-
teri e the wetting behavior of paper towels using experimental observation and by 
numerical modeling using XR3DM representations of the structure. The fidelity 
of the model used to simulate wetting was validated by comparison with results 
from wetting experiments. A second goal was to demonstrate the use of these 
methods to compare the wetting of a variety of retail towel samples that have 
distinctively different structural features. The owchart shown in igure 12 illus-
trates the steps taken for experimental and simulation methods used in this study. 
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ach step, connected by solid lines, will be described thoroughly in the Results 
section. Comparisons between descriptors derived from simulated and experi-
mental images and data sets are shown using dashed lines.

LT  μ TT  T

o p rison o  For ing et ods

The first test series involved a comparison of samples representing the TAD, 
ATM S, and CW  forming methods. igure 13 illustrates the structural maps 
for the three samples. The left column shows the X-radiographic grammage map. 
The point source geometry of the incident beam provides inplane resolution below 
25 μm through the entire web. This also has the effect of highlighting vertical 
surfaces, such as the side walls of embossments. abric patterning is clearly 
visible in the CW  sample, as well as a coarse, deep pattern in the ATM S 
sample. Thickness maps are provided in the right column in igure 13 where the 
differences between the samples are more apparent. The TAD sample shows the 
clear pattern of densified oval features surrounded by a continuous bulked region. 

Figure . low diagram of the steps taken for the comparison of the results from the 
model simulation with those from the experimental.
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Figure . Structural maps for three outer-ply towel samples showing the same region 
that μ-wetting tests were performed. The left column shows the grammage maps obtained 
from X-radiographic imaging. The right column shows thickness maps obtained from twin 
laser profilometry. Actual wetting images captured at the maximum wetted area after the 
injection of 2 μ  of water.
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Figure . Structural maps for three outer-ply towel samples showing the same region 
that μ-wetting tests were performed. The left column shows the grammage maps obtained 
from X-radiographic imaging. The right column shows thickness maps obtained from twin 
laser profilometry. Actual wetting images captured at the maximum wetted area after the 
injection of 2 μ  of water.
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The difference in thickness approaches 100 μm in some cases. Close inspection 
reveals a subtle creping pattern. The ATM S sample also shows contrasting 
thickness values, specifically at knuckle contact points in the cross-machine direc-
tion. Compression at the embossments is also clearly shown. The CW  sample 
also shows compression at the embossments in what is otherwise a relatively 
uniform thickness map. While the fabric pattern is not as dominant as in the gram-
mage map, crepe lines are detected in this sample. Density maps were calculated, 
however the results provided little additional insight.

A complete series of wetting injections was performed on the three samples. In 
each case, the wetted area, Awet, expanded linearly during the injection (infinite 
reservoir) and slowed after the total volume was delivered (finite reservoir). 
Wetted area approached an asymptotic limit, Amax, consistent with the results 
previously reported by Abedsoltan [7 , 7 ] for the same samples. f interest in 
this study was the relationship between wetting and the structural features. In 

igure 13, the image of the wetted region when Amax was reached is overlaid and 
aligned with the thickness maps. or each sample, spreading appeared to slow at 
the embossments, where the web is thinnest.

on etted Re ions

The wetted region of each sample had submillimeter vacancies or holes  where 
the water did not wet or was wicked away from by capillary forces. The presence 
of these non-wetted regions was observed using transmission light microscopy in 
an earlier study [ 0]. on-wetting appears to occur when interfiber spacing is 
sufficiently large to prevent liquid bridging. ust prior to injection tests, IR backlit 
images were acquired. xamples of these images for the three samples are shown 
in igure 1 (left) where the void spaces are shown in white. The dark spot in the 
center indicates the cooling effect of the needle that is in contact with the upper 
surface. The results for infrared imaging are shown in the center column of the 
same figure. Images were selected from the series where the wetted area, Amax, is 
at a maximum. Image contrast has been enhanced to improve the definition of the 
wet dry boundary. art of the wetted region appears defocused. This changes 
during the test and appears to result from locali ed out of plane buckling that 
moves the region out of the focal plane of the camera. Three morphological differ-
ences are apparent when these images are compared. irst, the areal coverage 
differs, with the wetted region of the TAD sample appearing to occupy smaller 
area, thereby having a greater volume per area than the ATM S and CW  
samples. Secondly, the spot shape shows differences in circularity, aspect ratio 
and orientation. The preferential cross machine direction orientation of wetted 
spots has been noted by other investigators [2 , 2 ] and attributed to tracking of 
water along the creping lines. The extent to which structural features are present 
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disrupts the uniformity of radial ow. astly, the occurrence of non-wetted areas 
appears related to, but not fully dependent on void spaces in the sample. It is 
expected that non-wetted spaces will depend on 3-dimensional interfiber spacing 
which is not fully represented in these 2D projections. The insets that are shown 
with the infrared images in igure 1  (center) were generated using the wetting 
simulation and are at the same length scale. These are provided to demonstrate 
how the simulation generates 2-D images with morphologies that appear similar 
to those acquired from the μ-wetting tests.

Figure . Images from the μ-wetting experiments performed on three paper towel 
samples. The left column shows images captered by the IR camera with infrared 
backlighting to show the structure in transmitted illumination. The center column shows 
the contrast adjusted wetted region captured at the maximum wetted area after the injection 
of 2 μ  of water. The right column illustrates the local spreading velocity taken from 
each point along the perimeter for the duration of the test. Sampling interval was s. The 
white perimeter defines the time when the entire volume was delivered and capillary 
spreading takes over.
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The difference in thickness approaches 100 μm in some cases. Close inspection 
reveals a subtle creping pattern. The ATM S sample also shows contrasting 
thickness values, specifically at knuckle contact points in the cross-machine direc-
tion. Compression at the embossments is also clearly shown. The CW  sample 
also shows compression at the embossments in what is otherwise a relatively 
uniform thickness map. While the fabric pattern is not as dominant as in the gram-
mage map, crepe lines are detected in this sample. Density maps were calculated, 
however the results provided little additional insight.

A complete series of wetting injections was performed on the three samples. In 
each case, the wetted area, Awet, expanded linearly during the injection (infinite 
reservoir) and slowed after the total volume was delivered (finite reservoir). 
Wetted area approached an asymptotic limit, Amax, consistent with the results 
previously reported by Abedsoltan [7 , 7 ] for the same samples. f interest in 
this study was the relationship between wetting and the structural features. In 

igure 13, the image of the wetted region when Amax was reached is overlaid and 
aligned with the thickness maps. or each sample, spreading appeared to slow at 
the embossments, where the web is thinnest.

on etted Re ions

The wetted region of each sample had submillimeter vacancies or holes  where 
the water did not wet or was wicked away from by capillary forces. The presence 
of these non-wetted regions was observed using transmission light microscopy in 
an earlier study [ 0]. on-wetting appears to occur when interfiber spacing is 
sufficiently large to prevent liquid bridging. ust prior to injection tests, IR backlit 
images were acquired. xamples of these images for the three samples are shown 
in igure 1 (left) where the void spaces are shown in white. The dark spot in the 
center indicates the cooling effect of the needle that is in contact with the upper 
surface. The results for infrared imaging are shown in the center column of the 
same figure. Images were selected from the series where the wetted area, Amax, is 
at a maximum. Image contrast has been enhanced to improve the definition of the 
wet dry boundary. art of the wetted region appears defocused. This changes 
during the test and appears to result from locali ed out of plane buckling that 
moves the region out of the focal plane of the camera. Three morphological differ-
ences are apparent when these images are compared. irst, the areal coverage 
differs, with the wetted region of the TAD sample appearing to occupy smaller 
area, thereby having a greater volume per area than the ATM S and CW  
samples. Secondly, the spot shape shows differences in circularity, aspect ratio 
and orientation. The preferential cross machine direction orientation of wetted 
spots has been noted by other investigators [2 , 2 ] and attributed to tracking of 
water along the creping lines. The extent to which structural features are present 
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disrupts the uniformity of radial ow. astly, the occurrence of non-wetted areas 
appears related to, but not fully dependent on void spaces in the sample. It is 
expected that non-wetted spaces will depend on 3-dimensional interfiber spacing 
which is not fully represented in these 2D projections. The insets that are shown 
with the infrared images in igure 1  (center) were generated using the wetting 
simulation and are at the same length scale. These are provided to demonstrate 
how the simulation generates 2-D images with morphologies that appear similar 
to those acquired from the μ-wetting tests.

Figure . Images from the μ-wetting experiments performed on three paper towel 
samples. The left column shows images captered by the IR camera with infrared 
backlighting to show the structure in transmitted illumination. The center column shows 
the contrast adjusted wetted region captured at the maximum wetted area after the injection 
of 2 μ  of water. The right column illustrates the local spreading velocity taken from 
each point along the perimeter for the duration of the test. Sampling interval was s. The 
white perimeter defines the time when the entire volume was delivered and capillary 
spreading takes over.
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The velocity of the wet dry boundary as the liquid was injected then permitted to 
continue spreading was determined for each of the three samples. igure 1  illus-
trates the change in velocity with time as determined using 1 second intervals 
(  frames). elocities near the center of the plot are not shown since the ow 
during the first few seconds is subject to turbulence as the liquid is discharge from 
the needle. Channels where ow velocity is greater can be seen in the TAD 
sample and to a lesser extent in the other samples.

low velocity was in uenced by finer structural features such as fabric patterns 
and holes. The time at which the full 2 μ  volume was delivered, marking the 
transition between infinite and finite reservoir wetting, is shown by the white line 
just inside the outer perimeter. The ow behavior does not appear to change 
significantly at this transition. enerally, ow is 0.  mm s for the three samples.

o p rison o  Fiber Furnis

A second test series was performed to compare the effects of fiber furnish on 
the wetting of towels made using the same forming process and to the same speci-
fication. The conventional towel samples CW -3A, B and C use pulps from 
secondary recycled, virgin kraft and sawdust kraft, respectively. Infrared images 
taken when the wetted area first reaches the maximum value, Amax, are shown in 

igure 15. nce again the morphological differences are evident. Sample 
CW -3B, with larger kraft fibers shows a more open structure, with larger void 
spaces and the local wetting velocity appears more irregular than for the other two 
samples. mbossments appear to obstruct the ow of all samples, although in 
non-embossed regions the curvature of radial ow is apparent. Sample CW -3A, 
composed of secondary fibers, appears to have the most uniform distribution of 
liquid with fewer void spaces. The ow velocity maps between CW -3A and C 
were not significantly different. The local wetting velocity for these samples was 
in general 0.3 mm s.

TT  LAT

p e ent tion o  t e i u tion

The numerical simulation for the wetting model used a brute force computational 
algorithm that tested the energetic state of elements at the liquid-void interface 
and performed phase reassignment to minimi e energy. The simulation was coded 
in MAT AB 2020 (Mathworks) in the MS Windows 10 operating system. A 
single iteration of the test cycle consisted of the following. ach liquid or void 
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Figure . Images from the μ-wetting experiments performed on three paper towel 
samples formed from different fiber furnishes. The left column shows the contrast adjusted 
wetted region captured at the maximum wetted area after the injection of 2 μ  of water. 
The right column illustrates the local spreading velocity taken from each point along the 
perimeter for the duration of the test. Sampling interval was s.
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samples. mbossments appear to obstruct the ow of all samples, although in 
non-embossed regions the curvature of radial ow is apparent. Sample CW -3A, 
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in general 0.3 mm s.
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Figure . Images from the μ-wetting experiments performed on three paper towel 
samples formed from different fiber furnishes. The left column shows the contrast adjusted 
wetted region captured at the maximum wetted area after the injection of 2 μ  of water. 
The right column illustrates the local spreading velocity taken from each point along the 
perimeter for the duration of the test. Sampling interval was s.
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element within the array space was tested to determine if it was at the water air 
boundary. If so, then for the center element the phase state of its nearest neigh-
bors, in this case 1 , were summed and multiplied by the respective interaction 
energies with either air or water. The phase of the center element was set to the 
phase providing the lowest summed interaction energy. With each iteration, an 
undefined number of elements had phase replacement, either from air to water or 
vice versa, effectively redefining the wet dry boundary. urthermore, as the 
wetted region expands, the number of elements at the interface increases quadrati-
cally, depending on the wetting response to the fibrous structure where wicking or 
the bypassing of regions occurs.

or a typical tomographic dataset in this investigation, 1.  x 10  elements needed 
to be tested in each iteration cycle. urthermore, energetic testing occurred 
for an ever-increasing subset of elements, an example of which is shown in 

igure 1 . Computational efficiency was improved by implementing two strategies. 
irst, because of the expansive amount of computation and memory required to 

complete a simulation of useful si e, the code was adapted so that the single element 
nearest neighbor problem could be solved by parallel processing. Multiple cores 
were used to solve the energetic calculations simultaneously. In the present study, 
the use of 1  of 1  cores reduced computation time by an order of magnitude. The 
paralleli ation was accomplished using a Single rogram Multiple Data (S MD) 
model. This required 2D vectori ation of the 3D space. or each core, separate 
vectors were created and rotated appropriately for each of the 1  nearest neighbors. 
A second strategy for reducing computational time involved windowing the test 
region in the X  plane to reduce the total number of elements tested during each 

Figure 6. umber of liquid elements at the liquid void interface as a function of iteration 
cycle for a typical XR3D data set used in this study.
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iteration of the simulation. When the wetted region reached the boundary of the sub 
region, the window was enlarged and as a result the time to complete an iteration 
increased. By this method, calculation time was reduced to less than one third what 
it would have been without windowing. Computation was performed on a ambda 
Dual ( ambda abs, San rancisco), 3.00  i 1  core C , 25  B on board, 

uadro RTX 000 . XR-3DM data segmentation and imaging processing 
were performed using Avi o (Thermo isher Scientific) software.

Simulations were initiated after placing a seed sphere with diameter of 50 
elements or 125 μm near the center of the principal plane in contact with the 
fibrous structure. 3D data sets representing the space occupied by liquid elements 
were saved after every 20 iterations. 2D projections were also saved for later 
analysis and comparison with 2D images obtained from μ-wetting experiments. 
An example of a series of 2D images extracted from a full series is shown in 

igure 17. The simulation was run until the external boundary of the data set was 
reached, which consisted of 2000 to 3500 iterations, depending on the sample 
thickness. igure 1  illustrates a typical perspective view representation of the 
5x5 mm2 fiber structure (white) and water (blue). This example shows the expan-
sion of the water phase in the first saved data set after 20 iterations. otice how 
the seed has expanded and conformed to the void space that surrounds the fibers.

i u tion r eters

perational parameters for the simulation, including the data capture interval, the 
sub image increments and the surface energetic parameters were the only ones 
required for the simulation to run. In this study, all parameters were kept the 
same throughout the study. The parameters are provided in Table . All XR3DM 
tomographic imaging was performed on all samples at a 2.5 μm element si e in a 
in 5 5 mm2 inplane space.

Figure 7. A series of 2D projections of the wetted region of a CW  towel generated by 
the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic data. Images shown are every fith sample 
taken from the series.
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element within the array space was tested to determine if it was at the water air 
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bors, in this case 1 , were summed and multiplied by the respective interaction 
energies with either air or water. The phase of the center element was set to the 
phase providing the lowest summed interaction energy. With each iteration, an 
undefined number of elements had phase replacement, either from air to water or 
vice versa, effectively redefining the wet dry boundary. urthermore, as the 
wetted region expands, the number of elements at the interface increases quadrati-
cally, depending on the wetting response to the fibrous structure where wicking or 
the bypassing of regions occurs.

or a typical tomographic dataset in this investigation, 1.  x 10  elements needed 
to be tested in each iteration cycle. urthermore, energetic testing occurred 
for an ever-increasing subset of elements, an example of which is shown in 

igure 1 . Computational efficiency was improved by implementing two strategies. 
irst, because of the expansive amount of computation and memory required to 

complete a simulation of useful si e, the code was adapted so that the single element 
nearest neighbor problem could be solved by parallel processing. Multiple cores 
were used to solve the energetic calculations simultaneously. In the present study, 
the use of 1  of 1  cores reduced computation time by an order of magnitude. The 
paralleli ation was accomplished using a Single rogram Multiple Data (S MD) 
model. This required 2D vectori ation of the 3D space. or each core, separate 
vectors were created and rotated appropriately for each of the 1  nearest neighbors. 
A second strategy for reducing computational time involved windowing the test 
region in the X  plane to reduce the total number of elements tested during each 
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iteration of the simulation. When the wetted region reached the boundary of the sub 
region, the window was enlarged and as a result the time to complete an iteration 
increased. By this method, calculation time was reduced to less than one third what 
it would have been without windowing. Computation was performed on a ambda 
Dual ( ambda abs, San rancisco), 3.00  i 1  core C , 25  B on board, 

uadro RTX 000 . XR-3DM data segmentation and imaging processing 
were performed using Avi o (Thermo isher Scientific) software.

Simulations were initiated after placing a seed sphere with diameter of 50 
elements or 125 μm near the center of the principal plane in contact with the 
fibrous structure. 3D data sets representing the space occupied by liquid elements 
were saved after every 20 iterations. 2D projections were also saved for later 
analysis and comparison with 2D images obtained from μ-wetting experiments. 
An example of a series of 2D images extracted from a full series is shown in 

igure 17. The simulation was run until the external boundary of the data set was 
reached, which consisted of 2000 to 3500 iterations, depending on the sample 
thickness. igure 1  illustrates a typical perspective view representation of the 
5x5 mm2 fiber structure (white) and water (blue). This example shows the expan-
sion of the water phase in the first saved data set after 20 iterations. otice how 
the seed has expanded and conformed to the void space that surrounds the fibers.

i u tion r eters

perational parameters for the simulation, including the data capture interval, the 
sub image increments and the surface energetic parameters were the only ones 
required for the simulation to run. In this study, all parameters were kept the 
same throughout the study. The parameters are provided in Table . All XR3DM 
tomographic imaging was performed on all samples at a 2.5 μm element si e in a 
in 5 5 mm2 inplane space.

Figure 7. A series of 2D projections of the wetted region of a CW  towel generated by 
the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic data. Images shown are every fith sample 
taken from the series.
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o p rison o  For ing et ods

Simulations were run on tomographic data sets acquired from two TAD, two 
CW  and one ATM S towel samples. Representations of these are shown in the 
first column of igure 1 . or this study, embossed regions were included in all 
samples and in some cases constituted a significant amount of the inplane area. At 
this magnification, the differences in fiber morphology can be clearly seen. or 
example, the fibers in TAD-2 appear wider than those in TAD-1 and with closer 
interfiber spacing. Creping lines are observable in the two CW  samples. ATM S 
and CW -2 appear to have more through holes.

In the center column of igure 1 , the simulated water phase of the final itera-
tion is superimposed on the fiber phase. The third column shows a magnification 
of the water phase only. ne can gain a sense of how the model responds to out-
of-plane features and the interfiber spacing from these projections. ravitational 
forces are considered negligible in this model, since the volumes of the pixels are 

T b e peration parameters used in the simulation

Surface Tension of Water (m m2)
Surface nergy of ibers (m m2)
Contact angle of Water on ibers, ( ) 
Image Capture Interval
Sub-image Windowing Increments
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1

Figure . A representation of a typical XR3D tomographic data set used. Inset points 
to a seed location of the water phase data set generated by the wetting simulation after 
20 iterations.
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Figure . Representations of XR3DM data sets and respective water phase data gener-
ated using the wetting simulation for towel samples from various processes. Imaged area is 
5 x 5 mm2 to a resolution of 2.5 μm. eft colum shows tomographs of fibrous structures. 
Center column shows fiber and water structures together. Right column shows a magnifica-
tion of the water phase data.
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Figure . Representations of XR3DM data sets and respective water phase data gener-
ated using the wetting simulation for towel samples from various processes. Imaged area is 
5 x 5 mm2 to a resolution of 2.5 μm. eft colum shows tomographs of fibrous structures. 
Center column shows fiber and water structures together. Right column shows a magnifica-
tion of the water phase data.
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so small, i.e. 10  g, and spreading occurs within the plane that is perpendicular to 
the gravitational vector. ne may also notice that the liquid spreads along fibers, 
within the fiber lumen, and is especially promoted in the crevasses that form 
between aligned fibers. Simultaneous contact of the wetted region with multiple 
surfaces encourages wetting, as the surface tension forces of the liquid act in oppo-
sition. If the interfiber spacing is too large in a given region, so that the water phase 
cannot bridge the gap with the result that the region is circumvented. iquid may 
approach the space from a different angle so that the space may then fill or remain 
vacant. Samples TAD-1 and ATM S clearly show regions that are not infiltrated 
by the liquid. This causes the wet boundary to be more irregular. In the case of the 
ATM S, the fiber structure appears to create a higher concentration of non-wetted 
spaces within the wetted region. Creping lines appear to have a significant effect 
on the aspect ratio and orientation of the wetted region, as the liquid phase in the 
CW  samples spreads more readily in the cross machine direction.

a eted S r a e o  t e Li id ase

The faceted appearance of simulated water phase is visible when magnified. Steps 
and squared corners appear where the surface of the water phase has expanded. 
Three aspects of the model contribute to this effect. irst, global energy minimi a-
tion is not performed on the surface of the liquid phase once the contacting contour 
is established. All energy evaluation is limited to the immediately neighboring 
region of elements at the liquid void boundary. This might be addressed in future 
studies by the introduction of a step in the simulation that performs a ero sum 
global energy balance after a specified number of spreading iterations have occurred. 
Secondly, the simulation is conducted in a 3D Cartesian space, see igure , where 
the degrees of freedom for liquid spreading is limited. astly, the resolution of the 
tomographic data set at 2.5 μm is about one-tenth of the fiber width and just less 
than the collapsed fiber thickness. Therefore, all of the tortuosity of spaces that 
liquid can fill will show a jagged pattern. This can be overcome by increasing the 
resolution of the XR3DM data sets, or by introducing a routine that performs a sub-
element enhancement of the existing data sets. or all three cases, the computa-
tional requirements will be greatly increased.

Densit  Anal sis

ne objective of this study was to explore the relationship between water spreading 
and the local density of the fibrous web. igure 20 and igure 21 (left column) 
show the 2D projection of the liquid phase of the various towel samples. In those 
same figures the final iterations of the simulated water phase is superimposed onto 
the 3D apparent density map. Apparent density is inversely proportional to the 
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void space into which the water infiltrates. It was hypothesi ed that capacity and 
ow velocity each can benefit from ideal interfiber spacing that is neither too 

small in volume for a reduction in capacity, nor too large for the liquid to circum-
vent void spaces. enerally, all 2-ply towels have specific base paper characteris-
tics and embossments that are more significantly densified. CW  towels typically 
show an MD oscillatory bulking due to the creping process. Crepe lines across the 
CD cause an MD variability in density and an out-of-plane corrugating effect. 
Structured towels, such as TAD and ATM S showed designed patterns of 
compressed regions as a result of the drying process. The patterns in TAD-1 
shown in igure 20 are easily recogni ed as densified ovals in the lower center and 
lower right. The low-density region between these features seems to inhibit ow 
that readily occurs as the liquid enters the densified region. A similar effect occurs 
in the upper left where the water phase has not entered the two low-density 
regions. olumetric capacity appears lower in the densified embossments as seen 
in TAD-1, TAD-2 and CW -2. The correlation between the simulated water 
phase concentration and local apparent density was examined for these samples, 
but there seemed to be no direct dependency. owever, it is thought that the heter-
ogeneity of the structures, with the various engineered features, i.e. embossments, 
creped regions, and TAD features, cannot be considered in the aggregate, but 
should be addressed by partitioning the image [ 2] so that the liquid movement 
through each type of structure is examined separately.

Li id a an ies

sing the 2D projections of the water phase that are shown in igures 20 and 21, 
it was possible to calculate several characteristic parameters for each sample. 
Initial observations suggested that the si e distribution of the pore structure formed 
by interfiber spacing left regions unfilled with water. Compare the void space 
pattern for ATM S and CW -2 with CW -3. or each sample, similar patterns 
were observed in results from both the wetting experiments and the simulation. 
The 2D projections were used to gain a first approximation of regions that remained 
free of water. uantification was based on the areal percentage of vacant space in 
the wetted region. igure 22 plots the percentage of vacancies for each of the 
samples tested. Comparing CW -1 and CW -2, grammage is likely an important 
factor contributing to the larger vacant space observed for CW -2. owever, 
ATM S and CW -1 have similar grammage, so that the formed structure of the 
ATM S results in the greatest amount of void space of all samples. The two TAD 
samples have higher grammage, and as result will be less likely to show through 
holes in 2D projections. This analysis does not provide a conclusive assessment of 
inter-fiber spacing and liquid transport potential. A more rigorous analysis can be 
performed using the 3D data sets that will be considered in future studies.
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Densit  Anal sis

ne objective of this study was to explore the relationship between water spreading 
and the local density of the fibrous web. igure 20 and igure 21 (left column) 
show the 2D projection of the liquid phase of the various towel samples. In those 
same figures the final iterations of the simulated water phase is superimposed onto 
the 3D apparent density map. Apparent density is inversely proportional to the 
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void space into which the water infiltrates. It was hypothesi ed that capacity and 
ow velocity each can benefit from ideal interfiber spacing that is neither too 

small in volume for a reduction in capacity, nor too large for the liquid to circum-
vent void spaces. enerally, all 2-ply towels have specific base paper characteris-
tics and embossments that are more significantly densified. CW  towels typically 
show an MD oscillatory bulking due to the creping process. Crepe lines across the 
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compressed regions as a result of the drying process. The patterns in TAD-1 
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in the upper left where the water phase has not entered the two low-density 
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creped regions, and TAD features, cannot be considered in the aggregate, but 
should be addressed by partitioning the image [ 2] so that the liquid movement 
through each type of structure is examined separately.

Li id a an ies

sing the 2D projections of the water phase that are shown in igures 20 and 21, 
it was possible to calculate several characteristic parameters for each sample. 
Initial observations suggested that the si e distribution of the pore structure formed 
by interfiber spacing left regions unfilled with water. Compare the void space 
pattern for ATM S and CW -2 with CW -3. or each sample, similar patterns 
were observed in results from both the wetting experiments and the simulation. 
The 2D projections were used to gain a first approximation of regions that remained 
free of water. uantification was based on the areal percentage of vacant space in 
the wetted region. igure 22 plots the percentage of vacancies for each of the 
samples tested. Comparing CW -1 and CW -2, grammage is likely an important 
factor contributing to the larger vacant space observed for CW -2. owever, 
ATM S and CW -1 have similar grammage, so that the formed structure of the 
ATM S results in the greatest amount of void space of all samples. The two TAD 
samples have higher grammage, and as result will be less likely to show through 
holes in 2D projections. This analysis does not provide a conclusive assessment of 
inter-fiber spacing and liquid transport potential. A more rigorous analysis can be 
performed using the 3D data sets that will be considered in future studies.
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Figure . Two-dimensional projections of the wetted region of structured towels gener-
ated by the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic data. The left column shows 
projections. The right column shows the projections overlaid on a perpendicular view of a 
3D map of the local apparent density determined from XR3D tomographic data.
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Figure . Two-dimensional projections of the wetted region of CW  towels generated 
by the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic data. The left column shows projec-
tions. The right column shows the projections overlaid on a perpendicular view of a 
3D map of the local apparent density determined from XR3D tomographic data.

As e t Ratio

The 2D projections were also used to analy e any existing anisotropy of the 
wetted region. The key structural properties that should affect anisotropy are fiber 
orientation, creping and forming or TAD fabrics that introduce directionality in 
the web. In this study, both aspect ratio and dominant orientation angle were 
calculated from the 2D projections. The results for orientation for the 5 x 5 mm2

regions gave inconclusive results that were significantly affected by large features 
such as embossments. A more elaborate study should be conducted to explore the 
utility of that parameter. owever, aspect ratio has the potential as a direct indi-
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cator of the effect that creping has on wetting rates and capacity. igure 23 shows 
the calculated aspect ratios for all of the samples tested including results obtained 
from both experimental and simulated 2D images. The experimental results for 
aspect ratio were lower in all cases as compared to the results produced by the 
simulation. Also, there does not appear to be a correlation between experimental 

Figure . The percentage of through hole area to total wetted area determined from the 
two-dimensional projections of the wetted region for various towel papers as generated by 
the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic data.

Figure . The calculated aspect ratio of the wetted area for results from μ-wetting experi-
ments and the wetting simulation using XR3D tomographic data.
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and simulation results. Several factors may contribute to this, including a non-
uniform buffering response during μ-wetting experiments as fibers swell or the 
web deforms with the infiltration of water [11, 12, 3]. This model does not 
account for such structural changes that can effect liquid ow. Considering 
CW -1 and CW -2 samples, water tended to preferentially wick along the 
creping lines in the cross-machine direction. This can be seen as the density over-
lays in igure 21. The anisotropies observed for the two TAD samples appear to 
result from advancement around larger features and not due to fiber alignments or 
creping since samples show a dominant diagonal bias corresponding to the loca-
tion of large features. Additional testing of larger data sets would be useful for 
identifying the origin of anisotropy in these samples. The simulation results for 
the ATM S sample are not useful for characteri ing orientation since the XR3D 
data set had a larger circular embossment near the center. The wetted region 
conformed to the sidewall of the embossment which is clearly visible in the final 
iteration image. The spreading pattern of the water phase up to that point re ected 

ow through the densified region of an embossment and not the structured shape 
formed during the ATM S process.

ater Absorben  a a it

A significant parameter of paper towel products is the water absorbency capacity 
expressed as mass of water per mass of fiber. alues for two-ply towels typically 
fall within a range near 10 g g. Water absorbency capacity (WAC) for all of the 
single-ply samples in this study were calculated from the wetting simulation 
results. There was no intent to extrapolate the two-ply performance from single-ply 
results, since the multi-ply construction and the response of that assembly to water 
wetting remains unknown. owever, WAC for single-ply towels may indirectly 
provide important insight into performance differences, such as capacity or absorp-
tion rate, between towel products. WAC was determined using the 2D wetted area, 
cf. igure 20 and 22, to define the boundaries within which water mass was deter-
mined from simulation results and fiber mass was determined from the original 
XR3D data set. The WAC results for the samples from different forming proc-
esses are shown in igure 2 . as a function of water phase volume. The bulky 
structure of the premium grade TAD samples provided more holding capacity than 
the three other samples that have more densified structures. nce the water phase 
had saturated the Z-direction void space the WAC curve approached a limit, with 
the exception of TAD-1. or that sample, the absorption had not yet stabili ed 
when the wetted region reached the external boundary of the data set. xamination 
of the image of the 3D water phase for the TAD-1 shown in igure 1  suggests that 
spreading does not favor simple radial expansion. Rather liquid advances non-
uniformly in an irregular branched pattern.
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o p rison o  Fiber Furnis

The effect of structural changes due to different fiber furnishes was examined by 
testing CW  towels formed by the same process. Specifically, CW -3A was 
made from secondary recycled pulp, CW -3B was made from virgin kraft soft-
wood pulp, and CW -3C was made from sawdust kraft pulp. Thus, the composi-
tions form different pore structures, will densify differently during processing, 
and are hypothesi ed to have significantly different wetting behavior. igure 25 
shows the XR3DM tomographic images of the fiber structure and the water phase 
created in the simulation. In the left column, the overall appearance of the creping 
structures of the samples appears similar. owever, close inspection of the fiber 
morphology, the apparent density of the structures, and the amount of through 
holes appear significantly different.

As e t Ratio

The wetting model generated significantly different patterns of water wicking 
in response to the web structure. All three samples showed preferential wetting 

Figure . Water holding capacity (WAC) plotted as a function of water phase as gener-
ated from the wetting simulation using XR3D tomographic data sets. Samples are the outer 
ply of various paper towels representing different forming methods.
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in the cross-machine direction in response to creping lines. Sample CW -3B 
with coarse fibers had a much more open fibrous structure and yielded an 
equally porous wetted region. With the high aspect ratio, less water was intro-
duced before the region reached the outer limits of the sample space. The finer 
fibers of CW -3A resulted in a wetted region that spreads radially from the 
seed location. owever, this did not provide the maximum holding capacity. 
Aspect ratios were calculated and are plotted in igure 23. The highest value was 
observed for CW -3B that had a bulkier structure and coarser fibers. This suggests 
that creping either bulks the structure more or forms structures more dimension-
ally conducive to cross machine migration of water. The secondary recycled pulp 
had the lowest aspect ratio, which might result from the denser structure and 
possibly less bulking occurred in the creping process.

Figure . Representations of XR3DM data sets and respective water phase data gener-
ated using the wetting smulation for CW  towel samples made from the same fiber furnish. 
Imaged area is 5 x 5 mm2 to a resolution of 2.5 μm. eft colum shows tomographs of 
fibrous structures. Center column shows fiber and water structures together. Right column 
shows a maginication of the water phase data.
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Densit  Anal sis

Images of the 2D projections are provided in igure 2 . The differences in 
response to creping can be seen in the anisotropy of the projected 2D images. 
Both CW -3A and CW -3C have well-formed regions. Wetting is clearly 
obstructed by embossment, either due to sidewall pore structure or the significant 
out of plane deformation that occurs in these samples. In general, the density 
appears relatively uniform in all three samples with the exception of the densified 
regions of embossments, as seen in the density maps shown in right column of 

igure 2 .

Li id a an ies

The relative area of through holes determined from the 2D projections of the 
water phase appear quite different for the three samples. Calculated values are 
plotted in igure 22 along with all other samples tested in this study. Clearly the 
virgin kraft pulp showed the most significant open pore space of all of the CW  
samples, including the CW -2 sample that had a lower grammage. This further 
suggests the significance of fiber cross sectional dimensions, the uniformity 
thereof, the extent of collapse, and inter fiber spacing that all contribute to the 
absorption behavior.

ater Absorben  a a it

The in uence of morphological structure on water absorbency capacity (WAC) that 
was observed for the different forming processes is seen again for samples made 
from different fiber furnishes. igure 27 shows a graph of the water absorbency 
capacity plotted as a function of the volume of water introduced in the simulation. 
The CW -3B sample, with the most open porous structure exhibited a lower water 
absorbing capacity as compared to the other samples. This was likely due to the 
inability of water to bridge the wide inter-fiber spacing that was apparent from the 
XR3DM tomographic images. uture work would benefit from characteri ing this 
space from the perspective of cylindrical separation distance of fibers rather than 
from cylindrical or spherical pore diameter, since many of the towel samples have 
the void space as the continuous phase. Sample CW -3C, composed of sawdust 
kraft pulp had more void spaces than the CW -3A made from secondary fiber. 

owever, it also exhibited higher WAC values. This can be attributed to having 
pores that are large enough for capacity, but not sufficiently large to leave liquid 
vacancies, as was the case for the virgin kraft pulp towel CW -3B.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional projections of the wetted region of CW  towels made with 
differing fiber furnishes as generated by the simulated wetting within XR3D tomographic 
data. The left column shows projections. The right column shows the projections overlaid 
on a perpendicular view of a 3D map of the local apparent density determined from XR3D 
tomographic data.
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In this paper we present the findings of an investigation into the spreading of 
liquid through low density complex structures using the results from modeling 
and experimentation. Specifically, retail kitchen towels were used as subject 
materials for experiments that explored the capillary driven wicking behavior at 
a resolution on the order of fiber widths, over an area that included numerous 
induced engineered features such as creping, TAD structuring and embossments. 
X-ray 3D microscopic data sets acquired from the same towel samples were also 
used in a numerical model to simulate liquid interaction with the internal fibrous 
topography as the liquid advances during radial spreading. The results from 
μ-wetting experiments and the model simulation were compared to structural 
maps, including thickness, grammage and density. The aim was to examine how 
each of these affect the local movement at the liquid void boundary. Spatial and 
volumetric parameters that characteri e the shape, volumetric capacity and 
amount of vacancies left within the wetted region were calculated from experi-
mental and modeling results for all samples. Comparison between experimental 
and modeling results was performed to determine the extent to which the model 
can be used to predict wetting behavior.

A new experimental method was presented for characteri ing the wetting 
behavior of papers, especially those with significant heterogeneity of structure 

Figure 7. Water holding capacity (WAC) plotted as a function of water phase as 
generated from the wetting simulation using XR3D tomographic data sets. Samples are the 
outer ply of towels using the same forming process but with different fiber furnishes.
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such as kitchen towels. An experimental apparatus was developed, referred to as 
the μ-wetting instrument, and used to test samples. The method involved the 
injection of small volumes of liquid, in this case 2 μ  of water, at a fixed injection 
rate into the sample and then imaging the radial spreading of the liquid as a func-
tion of time. An infrared camera was used to capture sequences of thermal images 
that clearly defined the wet and dry regions at a resolution of about 50 μm, over 
an area of about 20x20 mm2. Towel samples formed by through air drying (TAD), 
ATM S, and conventional wet pressed (CW ) were tested. or the TAD 
sample, wetting appeared to advance most rapidly in the high density regions and 
appeared to slow around embossments. This produced an irregular wet dry perim-
eter. The wetted area was less than the other two samples for the same delivery 
volume indicating that it had a greater water holding capacity expressed as g g. 
The radial spreading of water in the CW  showed the most circular pattern that 
slowed significantly around out-of-plane features such as embossments. The 
wetted region expanded more in the cross machine direction, likely resulting from 
preferential wicking along creping lines. The structured ATM S sample had a 
significant amount of large through-holes in the structure that did not fill with 
water during wetting. The water holding capacity was lower than the TAD but 
comparable to the CW  samples.

The effect of fiber furnish was also tested in μ-wetting experiments. Three 
CW  samples made from different pulps were made using the same manufac-
turing process to the same product specifications. Samples made from kraft pulped 
sawdust and secondary fiber both had finer fiber length distributions. Both samples 
showed well defined radial wetting patterns that advanced preferentially in the 
cross machine direction and were slowed only by embossed features. The sample 
made from virgin kraft pulp had more internal vacancies that did not wet and 
showed a more irregular periphery disrupted by out-of-plane features. The local 
velocity of liquid as it advanced through the structure was calculated for all 
samples using the sequence of images collected during the wetting experiments. 
Representations provide insight into the rate changes as structural differences 
were encountered during the wicking process. uture work should focus on regis-
tering the local velocity maps with grammage or density maps and by segmenting 
different structural regimes to quantify the relationship between structure and 

ow velocity.
A numerical model based on local interfacial interaction energy was developed 

to provide a qualitative indication of the preferential advancement of a liquid front 
through 3D representations of low density fibrous structures. X-ray 3D tomo-
graphic data sets were obtained for a series of kitchen towel samples including 
those tested in μ-wetting experiments. The model cycles through the testing of 
each element within the 3D sample space that is at the liquid void boundary to 
determine if energy is reduced then the element is changed from liquid to void or 
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generated from the wetting simulation using XR3D tomographic data sets. Samples are the 
outer ply of towels using the same forming process but with different fiber furnishes.
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such as kitchen towels. An experimental apparatus was developed, referred to as 
the μ-wetting instrument, and used to test samples. The method involved the 
injection of small volumes of liquid, in this case 2 μ  of water, at a fixed injection 
rate into the sample and then imaging the radial spreading of the liquid as a func-
tion of time. An infrared camera was used to capture sequences of thermal images 
that clearly defined the wet and dry regions at a resolution of about 50 μm, over 
an area of about 20x20 mm2. Towel samples formed by through air drying (TAD), 
ATM S, and conventional wet pressed (CW ) were tested. or the TAD 
sample, wetting appeared to advance most rapidly in the high density regions and 
appeared to slow around embossments. This produced an irregular wet dry perim-
eter. The wetted area was less than the other two samples for the same delivery 
volume indicating that it had a greater water holding capacity expressed as g g. 
The radial spreading of water in the CW  showed the most circular pattern that 
slowed significantly around out-of-plane features such as embossments. The 
wetted region expanded more in the cross machine direction, likely resulting from 
preferential wicking along creping lines. The structured ATM S sample had a 
significant amount of large through-holes in the structure that did not fill with 
water during wetting. The water holding capacity was lower than the TAD but 
comparable to the CW  samples.

The effect of fiber furnish was also tested in μ-wetting experiments. Three 
CW  samples made from different pulps were made using the same manufac-
turing process to the same product specifications. Samples made from kraft pulped 
sawdust and secondary fiber both had finer fiber length distributions. Both samples 
showed well defined radial wetting patterns that advanced preferentially in the 
cross machine direction and were slowed only by embossed features. The sample 
made from virgin kraft pulp had more internal vacancies that did not wet and 
showed a more irregular periphery disrupted by out-of-plane features. The local 
velocity of liquid as it advanced through the structure was calculated for all 
samples using the sequence of images collected during the wetting experiments. 
Representations provide insight into the rate changes as structural differences 
were encountered during the wicking process. uture work should focus on regis-
tering the local velocity maps with grammage or density maps and by segmenting 
different structural regimes to quantify the relationship between structure and 

ow velocity.
A numerical model based on local interfacial interaction energy was developed 

to provide a qualitative indication of the preferential advancement of a liquid front 
through 3D representations of low density fibrous structures. X-ray 3D tomo-
graphic data sets were obtained for a series of kitchen towel samples including 
those tested in μ-wetting experiments. The model cycles through the testing of 
each element within the 3D sample space that is at the liquid void boundary to 
determine if energy is reduced then the element is changed from liquid to void or 
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vice versa. The total interaction energy for each element is determined by 
summing the interaction energies between that element and the 1  neighbors in 
direct contact that are either liquid, solid or void. Therefore, advancement of 
the liquid front at any location is in uenced by the three phase topography of the 
surrounding neighborhood. Controlling factors include interfiber separation, the 
surface tension of the liquid and the geometry that the liquid forms on irregular 
surfaces. The model only considered the topography local to each element in 
contact with the liquid phase, and disregarded hydrodynamics, viscous ow, and 
global energetic balance of the liquid phase.

The simulation was initiated with a small seed region of liquid placed in the 
sample center and proceeded to simulate radial wetting of the samples. Significant 
differences were observed between the wetted regions generated for the TAD, 
ATM S and CW  samples. Spreading behavior appeared consistent with the 
wicking patterns observed in μ-wetting experiments. The TAD sample produced 
a highly branched and irregular spreading front and was confined to a smaller area. 
Calculation of the water holding capacity gave values nearly twice as high, 5 g g, 
as the CW  samples, 2.5 3.0 g g. The ATM S sample had similar water holding 
capacity as the CW  samples. The spreading pattern for the ATM S and CW  
samples was generally circular with an aspect ratio of 1.3 1. , respectively, biased 
in the cross machine direction due to response to the creping lines. CW  samples 
formed from pulps that had high concentrations of fines, i.e. secondary pulp or 
sawdust kraft pulp, had very few vacancies within the wetted region, suggesting 
that interfiber distances were small enough to enable water to bridge the spacing 
and fill the void. The CW  sample made from virgin kraft pulp and the ATM S 
sample showed much larger vacancies in the wetted region which appeared to 
have a negative impact on water holding capacity. ocal apparent density maps 
were generated for all towel samples from the XR3DM data sets using a proce-
dure that determines density oriented from the center surface maps. Wetted regions 
were overlaid on density maps to qualitatively assess the relationship between 
density and the simulated migration through the structures. It was observed that 
the liquid advanced through specific regions that were denser and avoided regions 
with void spaces that seemed to exceed a certain si e leaving non-wetted vacan-
cies throughout. The amount of vacant space within the wetted region was found 
to depend on both forming process and fiber furnish.

uture work will investigate spreading that occurs in specific regions, such 
as only the embossed or non-embossed regions, or omitting embossments to 
observe only creped regions alone. uantification of liquid advance as a function 
of interfiber spacing will be attempted by studying the morphology of the 3D 
wetted region. These methods will also be valuable in the investigation of other 
systems with different chemistries and structures such as other liquids and 
nonwoven materials.
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vice versa. The total interaction energy for each element is determined by 
summing the interaction energies between that element and the 1  neighbors in 
direct contact that are either liquid, solid or void. Therefore, advancement of 
the liquid front at any location is in uenced by the three phase topography of the 
surrounding neighborhood. Controlling factors include interfiber separation, the 
surface tension of the liquid and the geometry that the liquid forms on irregular 
surfaces. The model only considered the topography local to each element in 
contact with the liquid phase, and disregarded hydrodynamics, viscous ow, and 
global energetic balance of the liquid phase.

The simulation was initiated with a small seed region of liquid placed in the 
sample center and proceeded to simulate radial wetting of the samples. Significant 
differences were observed between the wetted regions generated for the TAD, 
ATM S and CW  samples. Spreading behavior appeared consistent with the 
wicking patterns observed in μ-wetting experiments. The TAD sample produced 
a highly branched and irregular spreading front and was confined to a smaller area. 
Calculation of the water holding capacity gave values nearly twice as high, 5 g g, 
as the CW  samples, 2.5 3.0 g g. The ATM S sample had similar water holding 
capacity as the CW  samples. The spreading pattern for the ATM S and CW  
samples was generally circular with an aspect ratio of 1.3 1. , respectively, biased 
in the cross machine direction due to response to the creping lines. CW  samples 
formed from pulps that had high concentrations of fines, i.e. secondary pulp or 
sawdust kraft pulp, had very few vacancies within the wetted region, suggesting 
that interfiber distances were small enough to enable water to bridge the spacing 
and fill the void. The CW  sample made from virgin kraft pulp and the ATM S 
sample showed much larger vacancies in the wetted region which appeared to 
have a negative impact on water holding capacity. ocal apparent density maps 
were generated for all towel samples from the XR3DM data sets using a proce-
dure that determines density oriented from the center surface maps. Wetted regions 
were overlaid on density maps to qualitatively assess the relationship between 
density and the simulated migration through the structures. It was observed that 
the liquid advanced through specific regions that were denser and avoided regions 
with void spaces that seemed to exceed a certain si e leaving non-wetted vacan-
cies throughout. The amount of vacant space within the wetted region was found 
to depend on both forming process and fiber furnish.

uture work will investigate spreading that occurs in specific regions, such 
as only the embossed or non-embossed regions, or omitting embossments to 
observe only creped regions alone. uantification of liquid advance as a function 
of interfiber spacing will be attempted by studying the morphology of the 3D 
wetted region. These methods will also be valuable in the investigation of other 
systems with different chemistries and structures such as other liquids and 
nonwoven materials.
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STR CT R S: X RIM TATI  
A D SIM ATI

D. Ste en Keller1, H. Abedsoltan1, J. Reid1 and L. Yin2

1 Miami niversity, Department of Chemical, aper and Biomedical 
ngineering, xford, , SA

2 Beckman Institute, niversity of Illinois at rbana-Champaign, 
rbana, I , SA

S b a  A ar al niversity of British Columbia

Does your model also show that most of the water ows into the lumen as 
compared to the interstitial sites

Ste e Keller

It depends on the diameter of the lumen, but if the lumen is accessible, it readily 
ows in the lumen.

S b a  A ar al

So, does it mean that if we keep on increasing the grammage, its water absorbency 
capacity will increase as more lumen is available

Ste e Keller

The problem with a lot of these samples is there is not a lot of lumens available since 
they all collapsed, because that is the nature of the kraft fibres found in these 

Dis ssion

Session 10

commercial papers. So, worrying about the lumen I think is kind of old school for 
tissues made from mechanical pulps. But going to the second part of your question.

S b a  A ar al

If we keep on increasing the grammage of the paper, does it mean that its water 
absorbing capacity will increase monotonically

Ste e Keller

Absolutely. What it does is, you are talking about thickness and this is a three-
dimensional expansion. So, if you increase the grammage, you are going to 
increase the capacity.

ard stendor The rocter and amble Company

I have 2 comments and questions for you, and then actually I have one for the 
community. irst of all, I love your approach to the model. ne thing I love about 
models, and I think someone alluded to earlier is, you know what physics you 
have put in, and you know what physics you have not put in, as long as you have 
thought through the problem. So, I love all the steps you have there, first of all, so 
that is fantastic in terms of how you built it up in MAT AB. ave you given any 
thought about doing something through pen AM, which is open source 
software

Ste e Keller

I am just trying to get the code to run efficiently and bring it closer to a real 
system.

ard stendor t

That s fine. It is just another tool out there in the modelling community and it does 
uids.

Ste e Keller

I think I lost half my hair on the parallelisation of the code.

Transcription of Discussion
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ard stendor

I was actually just curious if you thought about it. And if you thought about any 
differences. I love what you have done. es, I was just curious if you had consid-
ered it.

Ste e Keller

I would be worried about it because sometimes when you give a chainsaw to a 
5-year-old, they have no idea how to use it. And in this case, the user must under-
stand both the code and what is going on with the science inside, and not just code
implementation.

ard stendor

And then the other thing, I am curious on your perspective, and this is not a 
commentary on the micro CT, but it is a big challenge handling those datasets. It 
appears there was some missing mass amongst the fibres. There are spots along 
what look like the softwood where the cell wall was gone. Is this just the resolu-
tion  ow much of a difference do you think that makes in your simulations or is 
it lost in them

Ste e Keller

I don t know if I mentioned that here, but I definitely mentioned that in the paper. 
Segmentation is a critical aspect of this simulation, absolutely. And in fact, part of 
my work in the future is to test different segmentation methods, and just see what 
impact this has on the results. because segmentation defines the diameter of the 
pores that are provided to liquid spreading in this model. And so, if you over 
segment and reduce the fibre cell wall, you are going to change pore si es and 
channels and so that is absolutely true. And in fact, I have three segmentation 
processes on hand that I am presently looking at. And I looked at the microCT 
community to see if they have a great segmentation process, but every time we 
inquire, there are very few people working specifically on wood-based fibres. 
Sabine Rolland du Roscoat has been a big help in this regard.

ard stendor

ow, I ve got a question to the community. ow many folks are familiar with 
Inter ore  I highly suggest, particularly in this area, that it is a connection to make. 
It is the international porous media society and they run a yearly conference. ne 

Dis ssion

Session 10

of the critical areas they cove is the holy grail of porous media, which is deform-
able porous media and nobody has completely solved it yet. But that is a commu-
nity that has a sub chapter on this area. The challenge is dealing with the issue that 
of part of it is saturated ow, part of it unsaturated, and you have to account for 
both. We have talked a lot about capillary pressure, which is a function of satura-
tion. ermeability is also a function of saturation, and it is a piece that often gets 
lost and is where a lot of the error in the models and the calculations can come in. 
So anyway, I would encourage, however we might want to do it, some connections 
between the communities. I believe their next conference is in May 2023 in 

dinburgh.

o as Harter ra  niversity of Technology

I have a question about your wetting experiments. ou did simultaneous measure-
ments with a CCD camera and an infrared camera, right

Ste e Keller

o.

o as Harter

ou did not

Ste e Keller

h, that is the infra-red camera that measures temperature gradient and so what I 
was focusing on was delineation of the parameter of the wet-dry region, which I 
found impossible other than doing it with the infrared or using a dye, which 
contaminated the liquid.

o as Harter

es, that is what I was thinking about. I was interested, if you have ever seen 
differences when you are doing the same experiment and monitoring it with an 
optical sensor and watching it with an infrared sensor.

Ste e Keller

h yes, because the optical sensor does not provide the contrast sufficiently to see 
individual fibres. What that means is I can change the p  or add surfactants or the 
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liquid and still be able to image the wetting front. If I change the p  of a dye, it 
will potentially precipitate and I will see differences that cannot attributed to the 
surface interaction alone.

o as Harter

The thing that I was thinking about is that you detect a difference when using the 
infrared sensor. There was this work, and I think someone showed it already 
today, by Murali et.al. where they used the infrared sensor to watch imbibition on 
the surface. There the infrared signals show high temperature spikes in front of the 
optical visible liquid front. That is why I was asking: I think the infrared camera 
is not observing the same as the optical sensor. So, I would guess that there is a 
difference in your experiment setup between the two observation methods.

Ste e Keller

es, I am just interested in where the advancing front is at very fine length scales. 
kay so, because I cannot observe the heat of wetting in images it does not mean 

it does not exist, and so that allows me to delineate wet and dry regions. There is 
an advancing front and the question is whether there is a vapour front in the front 
of that. I thought the advanced gradient was indicative of vapour, but because it 
represents cooler temperature then apparently, it is not. So, in these experiments 
one cannot see a temperature increase. owever, omhoff did observe increased 
heat in a similar experimental setup, but that was in a constrained plate. e attrib-
uted it to the heat of wetting. I did not observe heat of wetting in the open-air tests 
of our system.

o as Harter

Why would you guess it does not show you the heat of wetting

Ste e Keller

Because I do not see any temperature values that exceed background. So, heat of 
wetting would have to be above that unless it is being counteracted by a larger 
cooling effect, so I do not know.

ar s iesals i Technical niversity of Darmstadt

Although you mention that you did not look yet into dynamics with the model, it 
would be extremely interesting to see, because you have within the one sheet 
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areas that were compressed. Can you see whether the dynamics change when 
imbibing in this area as opposed to other areas, and whether you can actually 
model it

Ste e Keller

I think the current model alludes to dynamics in some respects, only because if the 
liquid is given the opportunity to proceed into a densified region or a region that 
has optimal pore si e, it will follow the most energetically favourable route. 

owever, that is an instantaneous and highly localised action. The moment one 
considers dynamics you need to consider uid viscosity, shear rate, the thickness 
of the layers of liquid at each interface and suddenly the model becomes infinitely 
complex.

ar s iesals i

Then, I was about to ask about the meniscus shapes that you mentioned, but there 
was already a suggestion to use pen AM that can be easily used for some-
thing like this.

Ste e Keller

I tried to use Surf it and that also works on a very small scale, but cannot be used 
for systems as complex as the multi-gigabyte tomographic data sets from this 
work.
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